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Zusammenfassung
Ausgehend von der Feststellung, dass einerseits Innovationsprozesse in ländlichen Räumen
wenig erforscht sind und andererseits das Wissen um die Innovationsfähigkeit ländlicher
Akteure dringend erforderlich ist, um eine nachhaltige Transformation zu erreichen,
beschäftigt sich diese Dissertation mit der Frage, wie soziale Innovationsprozesse in
ländlichen Räumen funktionieren und gefördert werden können.

Zu diesem Zweck wurden drei begutachtete Studien aufgesetzt, durchgeführt, verfasst und
veröffentlicht, die das Thema aus unterschiedlichen Perspektiven beleuchten. Gemeinsam
haben alle drei Publikationen dieser kumulativen Dissertation den Fokus auf die lokale Ebene,
das heißt es werden mitgliederbasierte Organisationen und deren Mitglieder in ländlichen
Gemeinden untersucht. Dabei steht bei Publikationen eins und zwei die Untersuchung des
sozialen Innovationsprozesses im Vordergrund und Publikation drei konzentriert sich auf die
Ergebnis-Ebene sozialer Innovationen.

Die erste Publikation untersucht mit einem explorativen Ansatz den institutionellen Rahmen
indonesischer Ölpalmen-Kleinbauern und deren Wahrnehmung von marktbasierten
nachhaltigen Zertifizierungssystemen. Die Fallstudie zeigt die wichtige Rolle freiwilliger
mitgliederbasierten Organisation für Veränderungsprozesse in ländlichen Räumen.
Außerdem wird aufgezeigt, dass die Möglichkeit und Fähigkeit der Kleinbauern, die
Bedingungen eines Zertifikats zu erfüllen, stark von ihrem sozioökonomischen und
natürlichen

Umfeld

abhängt.

Die

Tatsache,

dass

diese

Umstände

bisher

in

Zertifizierungsprozessen kaum berücksichtigt wurden, stellt die Legitimität marktbasierter
Instrumente zur Steuerung sozialer Innovationen in ländlichen Gebieten in Frage.

Darauf aufbauend untersucht Publikation zwei die Kapazitäten von Akteuren in sozialen
Innovationsprozessen, ihre institutionellen Rahmenbedingungen und fragt, welche
Instrumente für die Umsetzung sozialer Innovationen wichtig sind und wie die sozialen
Innovationen und ihre Akteure legitimiert werden. Bei der zweiten Publikation handelt es sich
um eine konzeptionelle Veröffentlichung, in der das auf den Untersuchungsschwerpunkt
vorgeschlagene Konzept durch einen Fallstudienvergleich mit 14 InfrastrukturgenosI

senschaften im ländlichen Raum Deutschlands evaluiert wird. Das Konzept ermöglicht die
Analyse von wichtigen Innovationsprozessen und deren Einflussfaktoren. Es wird gezeigt, dass
sich soziale Innovationsprozesse je nach thematischem Fokus in ihrer Akteurs- und
Ressourcenkonstellation unterscheiden. Darüber hinaus wird gezeigt, dass der Gründungsprozess der mitgliederbasierten Organisation ein wichtiger Legitimations-mechanismus ist,
der sich auf den Erfolg sozialer Innovationen auszuwirken scheint.

Publikation drei zeigt in einem systematischen Ansatz das Potenzial des in Publikation zwei
entwickelten Konzepts für eine neuartige Politikevaluierungsmethode, die über eine InputOutput-Messung hinausgeht und damit die Einbeziehung wichtiger Innovationsparameter wie
die lokale Legitimität sozialer Innovation, den räumlichen Bezug sozialer Innovation und die
Kapazität der Akteure für soziale Innovation ermöglicht. Die Publikation befasst sich mit dem
Thema der dezentralen Energiewende und der Rolle von lokalen Energiegenossenschaften.
Mit Hilfe der Gründungsstatistik und weiterer Sekundärdaten wurde mittels einer qualitativen
vergleichenden Analyse (QCA) und einer geographischen Informationssystemanalyse der
Einfluss von Kriterien auf Bundesländerebene auf die Gründung von Energiegenossenschaften
untersucht. Es zeigt sich, dass die Kombination aus ambitionierten Ausbauzielen für
erneuerbare Energien auf Landesebene und der Legitimation der mitgliederbasierten
Organisationsform erklärt, warum einige Bundesländer bei der

Förderung von

Energiegenossenschaften erfolgreicher sind als andere.

Zusammenfassend lässt sich feststellen, dass die Rolle von mitgliedschaftsbasierten
Organisationen in ländlichen Gebieten die Untersuchung von sozialen Innovationsprozessen
ermöglicht. Es konnten wichtige Merkmale und Prozesse sozialer Innovationsprozesse
identifiziert werden, die nicht nur für die Förderung von mitgliederbasierten Organisationen,
sondern auch für die Untersuchung nachhaltiger Transformationspfade vielversprechend
sind. Die Dissertation schließt mit einer kritischen Diskussion über die Grenzen der
Doktorarbeit, dem Bezug zu aktuellen wissenschaftlichen Debatten, einigen Governance
Empfehlungen und einer Positionierung der Forscherin in ihrem Forschungsfeld.
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Summary
Based on the observation that, on the one hand, innovation processes in rural areas have
been little researched and, on the other hand, knowledge about the capacity for change of
rural actors urgently needs to be taken into account to achieve sustainable transformation,
this dissertation deals with the question of how social innovation processes in rural areas
function and can be promoted.

For this purpose, three peer-reviewed studies were designed, conducted, written, and
published, which shed light on the topic from different perspectives. All three publications of
this cumulative dissertation focus on the local level, i.e., they examine member-based
organisations and their members in rural communities. In addition, publications one and two
focus on the social innovation process, and publication three concentrates on the outcome
level of social innovation.

The first publication uses an exploratory approach to examine the institutional framework of
Indonesian oil palm smallholders and their perceptions of market-based sustainable
certification schemes. The case study indicates voluntary member-based organisations' vital
role in change processes in rural areas. It also shows that the possibility and capacity of
smallholders to fulfil the conditions of a certificate strongly depends on their socio-economic
and natural environment. The fact that these circumstances have hardly been taken into
account in certification mechanisms so far questions the legitimacy of market-based
instruments to steer social innovations in rural areas.

Building on this, publication two examines the capacities of actors in social innovation
processes, their institutional frameworks and asks which instruments were essential for the
implementation of social innovations and how social innovations and their actors are
legitimised. The second publication is a conceptual publication in which the concept applied
to the focus of the study is evaluated through a case study comparison with 14 infrastructure
cooperatives in rural areas of Germany. The concept enables the analysis of important
innovation processes and their influencing factors. It is shown that social innovation processes
differ in their constellation of actors and resources depending on their thematic innovation
III

pathway. Furthermore, it is shown that the founding process of the member-based
organisation is an important legitimisation mechanism that seems to impact the success of
social innovations.

Publication three takes a systematic approach to demonstrate the potential of the concept
developed in publication two for a novel policy evaluation method that goes beyond inputoutput measurement to include crucial social innovation parameters such as the local
legitimacy, the spatial reference, and the capacity of actors for initiating and supporting
change processes. The publication deals with the topic of the decentralised energy transition
and the role of energy cooperatives. With the help of the cooperative foundation statistics
and other secondary data, a qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) and a geographical
information system analysis (GIS) were used to investigate the influence of criteria at the
federal state level on the foundation of energy cooperatives. It was found that the
combination of ambitious expansion targets for renewable energies at the federal state level
and the legitimisation of the member-based organisational form explain why some federal
states are more successful than others in promoting energy cooperatives.

In conclusion, the role of membership-based organisations in rural areas enables the study of
social innovation processes. Important characteristics and processes of social innovation
governance could be identified, which are promising not only for promoting membershipbased organisations but also for studying sustainable transformation pathways. The thesis
concludes with a critical discussion about the limitations of the doctoral thesis, the reference
to current scientific debates, some governance recommendations, and the researcher's
positioning in his research field.
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1 Introducing the Research Agenda
1.1 Research Motivation
There is widespread agreement in science and politics that innovation is necessary to create
change, especially change in terms of economic development on both the micro
(organisations) and macro level (nations) (Shearmur et al. 2018; Esparcia 2014; Andersson
and Karlsson 2007; Porter 1989). This narrative is based on a definition of innovation that has
not changed since its establishment: according to Schumpeter’s economic development
theory first published in 1911, industries and other businesses need innovation to either
sustain existing markets or introduce new markets because they depend on short-term
monopole rents and, therefore, competition advantages (Borbély 2008; Schumpeter 1934).
Schumpeter understands innovation as the introduction of new products, new production
methods and new forms of business organisation, already identifying various forms of
innovation from which monopolies create rents and economic growth (Śledzik 2013; Hospers
2005). Particularly for governments and industries aiming at competitive advantages and
economic growth, promoting innovation at each scale has become an important aim
(Hollanders et al. 2019; Kleinknecht and Verspagen 1990).

Geographical economists see the explanation for innovation dynamics firmly rooted in the
fact that densely populated areas create demand for all kinds of products and services. A rich
diversity in entrepreneurial activity results from this agglomerated demand in urban areas
(Maier et al. 2012; Frenken et al. 2007). Such entrepreneurial diversity triggers creativity and
the spillover of knowledge from one activity into another. At the same time, competition
among private providers of goods and services within the same industry increases, thereby
creating pressure to reduce production costs. While this argumentation is based on the
concept of urbanization economy, established by Jacobs (1969), localization economy, first
posited by Marshall (1890), develops the idea that clusters of similar product and service
industries both promote knowledge exchange within a particular industry and create pools of
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talent from which new innovative activities can be sourced (Henderson and Thisse 2004;
Breschi and Lissoni 2001).

In contrast, there is no agreement in research and policy-making about how innovation can
be triggered in regions outside urbanised areas (Dargan and Shucksmith 2008). For example,
less populated areas, to which we refer as rural areas (BBSR 2017), are known to generate
less innovation activity when compared to urban areas. Little is known about how innovation
processes are organised and which actors implement innovation or have capacities to steer
innovations in rural areas (Shearmur et al. 2018; Richter 2018; Bock 2016; Moulaert et al.
2013; Moulaert et al. 2005). One reason why rural areas have been largely ignored when it
comes to innovation research is the fact that innovation activity has been linked to scientific
or technical output and explained through linear top-down processes (Hodgson 2004).
Although this classical linear innovation model has been revised to apply a more interactive
approach (Andersson and Karlsson 2006; Fischer 2001), it has not been discussed until now
how innovation research and innovation policies established for urban areas can be easily
transferred to a rural context. In addition, when it comes to innovation policy, the described
linear approach is primarily applied without paying attention to different kinds of innovations,
different opportunity structures across space (Borrás and Edler 2014b) and different types of
innovation needs (Galego et al. 2021; Shearmur 2012; Asheim et al. 2011). This becomes clear
when looking at measurements that have been created to compare the innovation
performance of different regions, such as the Regional Innovation Scoreboard (Hollanders et
al. 2019), which looks at performance indicators like the amount of patent applications and
publishing rates of scientific articles, which do not suit the characteristics of rural areas
(Kozłowski 2015).

Thus, most of what we know about innovation dynamics is oftentimes “urban biased”
(Shearmur et al. 2018; Shearmur 2012). This refers to the fact that innovation research and
policy at the micro and macro levels build on knowledge derived from concepts and empirical
studies, mostly conducted in or for urban areas, focusing on the innovation capacities of freemarket actors or academia to achieve economic growth (Shearmur et al. 2018; Moulaert and
Sekia 2003). Studies on the innovation capacities of rural actors and their empowerment are
scarce. Moreover, innovation policies in the rural context are mostly seen as a solution to key
problems facing rural areas, such as unemployment, excessive indebtedness, ageing and out2

migration of the younger population (FAO 2017; Bruno 2014; Copus 2011; Dargan and
Shucksmith 2008), as well as challenges occurring due to climate change (Haskell et al. 2021;
Rockström et al. 2009) or the globalised intensive agri-food system (Piñeiro et al. 2021; Prager
and Posthumus 2010; Bryant et al. 2000). For example, Woods (2010) argues that the
increasing importance of climate change, energy security, food security, and biodiversity will
put rural areas at the forefront of planning for the future. Rural areas, which are portrayed
mainly as disadvantaged spaces in the literature (Lang 2012; Beetz 2008), could be particularly
promising for understanding how innovation processes occur under different combinations
of available resources. In particular, the co-dependence of urban areas on rural resources,
e.g., recreational space, housing, space for fresh air production, nature conservation and
energy and food production (Penke 2012; Lang 2012; BBSR 2010), shows the relevance of
understanding how these resources can be sustained in the long term. Thus, this thesis argues
that it is precisely the diversity of rural areas’ functions – providing fresh air production,
housing recreation, energy and food, etc. - and geographic proximity to essential resources
that make rural areas exciting innovation spaces.

In addition, scholars increasingly argue that it is ever more important to understand
innovation processes that explain and strengthen the transformational capacities (Horlings et
al. 2020; Keck and Sakdapolrak 2013) of actors and innovation that promote sustainable
transformation1 (Haskell et al. 2021; Hekkert et al. 2020; Avelino et al. 2019), not just
economic growth (Borrás and Edler 2014b; Moulaert and Sekia 2003). There is a lack of
research on how these new, complex goals can be achieved through innovation in the first
place, as the mechanisms, incentives, as well as the impact of innovations that promote
multiple and sustainable goals in rural areas, are unclear (Richter 2018; Bock 2012). What is
clearer is that innovation policy in rural areas has often been unsuccessful (Bock 2016; Dargan
and Shucksmith 2008), which is demonstrated by increasing inequalities between rural and
urban regions (Lang 2012; Ehrlich et al. 2012). Research on how innovations can be steered
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In this thesis, sustainable transformation is understood according to Ziervogel et al. (2016) and Folke et al.
(2010) as a change in society and its economic practices towards a balanced use of our world's resources. This
requires challenging and breaking down existing systems and institutions to create this change. Sustainable
transformation serves as a supporting framework for this thesis and is discussed in more detail in the final
chapter.
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towards sustainable transformation is poorly developed, as well as knowledge regarding the
actors who take such roles.

In Brief - Research Motivation
The motivation for writing this thesis is based on the knowledge gap that exists on the topic
of innovation in rural areas. It is crucial to consider the particularities and potentials of rural
areas, as these impact actors' capacity to act. Furthermore, it is argued that innovation
research should no longer be conducted in isolation from its intended and unintended
consequences for sustainable transformation. Therefore, suitable concepts and a unit of
analysis need to be identified to capture the innovation processes and capacities of actors in
rural areas. In particular, governance processes that lead to transformative innovations need
to be understood to initiate change. As innovations in rural areas represent new practices
with often scarce resource availability, a great potential for research into sustainable
transformation processes is seen here, whereby it is first necessary to understand such
innovation processes to develop successful and efficient policy instruments.

Therefore, this thesis is guided by an overarching research question:
How can innovation in rural areas be governed to enable sustainable transformation?

4

1.2 Research Scope: Introduction of the Analytical Lens and Unit of Analysis
Building on this research question, Chapters 1.1 to 1.3 elaborate on the conceptual
framework and the unit of analysis this thesis is based on. Figure one outlines the main line
of arguments.

Figure 1 Conceptual Frame and Unit of Analysis

1.2.1 Capturing Innovation in Rural Areas: The Social Innovation Approach
The findings of localization and urbanization economy research do not imply that actors in
rural areas are unable to innovate at all. Thus, innovation happens in rural areas, but research
has struggled to deliver a concept that analyses these processes (Beetz 2008; Keim 2006),
especially when focusing on innovation that aims not just for economic growth but also social
and ecological incentives. Upon reviewing existing literature, innovation types appearing in
rural areas or characteristics of innovation processes in rural areas have often been described
but not conceptualised. Examples of such description come from Esparcia (2014), who
distinguished between different types of innovation that are important in rural areas. He
distinguished between new products such as agro-tourism, technological innovations (he
names new techniques to improve irrigation systems and pollution management as examples
thereof), innovative processes (he defines these as “new projects based on the cooperation
of stakeholders”), organisational innovations (such as the implementation of LEADER Action
Groups or other new structures between local stakeholders), and attitudinal innovations.
Attitudinal innovation is defined as the “development of more resilient models to face new
5

challenges” (Esparcia 2014). In addition to Esparcia’s (2014) definition, further attempts were
made to find suitable definitions for innovations that include activities in rural areas, such as
Ortiz et al. (2013), who define them as “the understanding and use of a new idea, practice or
method, which replaces something that an individual or organisation has been using so far”.
While both authors include the classical understanding of innovation in their works, they also
show that it is not sufficient to focus only on this classical definition to describe innovation in
rural areas. In fact, authors who do not define but only rather describe innovation
characteristics in rural areas argue that knowledge is generated through networks, groups
and organisations and that these are, therefore key elements of innovation processes in rural
areas (Röling 1992). McCann (2007) takes a similar approach, but he focuses on collective
action and claims that collective action leads to different types of innovation that differ with
distance from urban areas.

What seems to be apparent from these papers is that innovations in rural areas seem to rely
on collective action differently than innovations in urban areas. Regarding this characteristic,
the concept of social innovation deserves further attention. Defined as “new ideas that meet
social needs, create social relationships and form new collaborations” (EU 2019) by the
European Union, the concept of social innovation has already entered the political agenda.
Scientific scholars highlight social innovation as a process of collective action in which “the
members of a certain collective unit learn, invent and lay out new rules” (Crozier and
Friedberg 1993) for interaction, also known as new social practices (Howaldt et al. 2015) or
the expression of outcome dimensions and purposes for achieving social goals within a
specific community (Mumford 2002). In this context, Bock (2016) emphasises that successful
social innovation creates social change and empowerment. Although this is only a brief
overview outlining the areas of definition and application of social innovation, the concept
goes beyond traditional theories of innovation that focus on economic growth. The concept
of social innovation is not limited to specific actors (Bock 2012), and there is a focus on the
role of collective action (Howaldt and Schwarz 2010), which includes a normative dimension
(Ziervogel et al. 2016; Moulaert et al. 2005). As such, it is a concept that enables the study of
innovation in rural areas.
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The normative objective of social innovation makes it possible to examine the sustainable
transformation potential of innovations. This requires further explanation, as the name social
innovation suggests that statements can only be made about the social dimension of the
achieved change. However, the literature on social innovation and social enterprises shows
that sustainable transformation can also be a social mission of the actors involved (Haskell et
al. 2021). Moreover, social innovations usually emerge as self-organisation of a community
where public and private services no longer meet the needs of the acting community
(Bauwens and Defourny 2017). In the 1980s, this was especially the case with social issues
such as unemployment. But ecological issues and concerns for healthy and fair traded organic
food, for example, have taken on increasing importance as a social objective (Haskell et al.
2021; Hekkert et al. 2020; Ulug and Horlings 2019; Seyfang and Haxeltine 2012).

Moreover, scholars see the potential of social innovation for studying rural development
(Noack and Federwisch 2019; Neumeier 2017; Bock 2016; Dargan and Shucksmith 2008).
However, these papers are mainly conceptual works and reflections that lack empirical
foundations (Navarro et al. 2018; Neumeier 2017; Bock 2016). Questions related to the
governance processes of social innovations, i.e., how and by whom social innovations are
initiated and how these processes take place in rural areas, have been researched very little
so far. The current literature review by Galego et al. (2021) shows that social innovation and
governance, in general, has been discussed for 15 years and has become especially popular
since 2015, as more than 100 articles have been published annually on this topic since then.
However, the overview also shows that social innovation and governance are mainly
discussed in an urban context. Rural areas are treated in the current literature mainly as
backward areas where actors address their disadvantages with the help of social innovation
in the form of cooperation and thus drive social change (Martínez and Del Valle Rivera 2018;
Prasad 2016).

In Brief - Capturing Innovation in Rural Areas: The Social Innovation Approach
In summary, the concept of social innovation is suitable for addressing innovation processes
in rural areas. From the state of knowledge, it is assumed that a focus on self-organisation
and cooperation between different actors to generate knowledge about innovation processes
in rural areas is essential. Above all, the fact that the concept offers a possibility to study
motives behind the actions of actors who not only strive for growth but also for the fulfilment
7

of a social mission is promising -- not only for the study of innovation processes in rural areas
without urban biases but also for the study of sustainable transformation.

1.2.2 Studying Governance Processes of Social Innovation in Rural Areas
While this thesis argued in 1.2.1 that the concept of social innovation, in contrast to many
other concepts, is suitable to study innovation in rural areas aiming at sustainable
transformation, 1.2.2 aims at narrowing the analytical lens of this thesis to governance of
change processes. It is assumed that an understanding of how and by whom successful and
sustainable change processes can be managed is a prerequisite for creating intelligent policy
instruments. However, since the term governance is addressed in many disciplines and
discourses, it is necessary to specify why this perspective is taken and how governance is
understood in the context of this thesis.

Starting with the definition of governance, it should be mentioned that this thesis can only
provide a concise overview of the developments and discourses to date. The definition of
governance depends on the unit of analysis and the research question asked. Thus, there is
no universal definition of governance (Benz 2004; Pierre 2000). However, Benz (2004), by
providing an overview of the evolution of the term governance, summarises important
aspects common to most governance definitions: first, governance means steering and
coordinating (governing) to manage interdependencies among (usually collective) actors.
Second, governance and coordination depend on institutional rule systems that guide actors'
actions. However, actors are often driven by various formal and informal rule systems, such
as markets, hierarchies, culture, and negotiation rules. Third, governance encompasses
patterns of interaction and modes of collective action that emerge in institutional settings
(networks, coalitions, contractual relationships, mutual adjustment in competition). Finally,
patterns of control, coordination and interaction that are subsumed and studied under the
term governance often transcend the boundaries of organisations, as well as the boundaries
of governments and society. According to this understanding, politics occurs in the interaction
of state and non-state actors (or between actors within and outside organisations) (Benz
2004). This summary is both thorough and vague, which is important for this context as the
social innovation under study is to be understood in its context, i.e., rural space. Accordingly,
findings that shed light on internal organisational processes are of interest, as well as results
8

on the interaction of the initiative with other institutions in the space and external governance
processes that may or may not influence the social innovation process.

However, it is important to add some background information on the term's evolution to
understand its relevance to this thesis. The term governance first appeared in economics
when Ronald Coase noted in 1937 that organisational structures, in addition to the market,
contribute to effective transactions (Coase 1937). This idea was further developed by Oliver
Williamson (1986), who focused on governance as the institutional rules of firms that support
the reduction of transaction costs, which is still referred to today as corporate governance.
Scholars of institutional economics quickly focused not only on firms but also on governance
in a larger context that included influences from markets, hybrid organisational forms and
hierarchical, federated or multicentred organisations (Lang and Roessl 2011; Benz 2004).

For the context of this thesis, it is particularly important to note that the emergence and
development of the concept of governance is an expression of the growing awareness that
the market cannot solve all problems. The mechanism of the "invisible hand" that ensures
coordination between market participants in a free market is increasingly questioned. It is
argued that this mechanism only works if certain rules apply (Benz 2004). To further exemplify
this point, certain goods cannot be provided through the division of labour but require the
organisation of production activities between firms. This is addressed in particular by
economic geography and, more specifically, innovation geography, which was introduced at
the beginning of this thesis to present the current state of research on innovation activities in
space (Asheim and Coenen 2006; Moulaert and Sekia 2003). Representatives of these schools
of thought aim, among other things, to study rules that apply for production clusters or
innovation systems to save transaction costs, gain competition advantages, and increase
innovation capacities (Shearmur et al. 2018; Borrás and Edler 2014c; Moulaert and Sekia
2003). However, it should be noted that these academic schools are subject to the urban
biases mentioned earlier. During the development of the idea of governance, as a reflection
of the inability of the market to control everything, a debate also began about the failure of
governments as producers of public goods. This debate was accompanied by the growing
interest of political, social and institutional science in the term governance (Vatn 2018; Voß
2007; Voss et al. 2006; March and Olsen 1996; Ostrom 1990) and increasing empirical
evidence showing that it is not sufficient to limit the tasks of providing, protecting and
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restoring public goods to the state, as it fails in the face of increasingly complex tasks, such as
climate change or demographic change (Hai et al. 2016; Defourny and Nyssens 2016; Benz
2004).

Sustainable transformation, arguably the most complex task of our time, is one of these
missions and is thusly rather a task for society. The fact that society cannot rely on the steering
power of the state makes the exploration of new approaches and the understanding of how
successful governance processes can be steered to establish social innovations a central
research question. Thus, governance studies started emphasising that in order to reflect
reality better, non-state actors need to be heard and studied, as they participate in decision
processes on various levels of governance (Newig and Fritsch 2009; Paavola et al. 2009;
Kluvánková-Oravská et al. 2009) such as the global, sub-national and micro scale this thesis
will focus on. While looking at these different levels, the thesis will focus on the impact of rule
implementation on the micro scale and the process of self-regulation to establish social
innovation in rural areas (Borrás and Edler 2014a). Therefore, by summarising the approach
that is adopted here, this thesis aims to investigate actors considered within the interplay of
market actors, public actors and civil society that are involved within social innovation
processes in rural areas, as well as the institutional structures that define these actors and
facilitate their interaction (Vatn 2015).

While doing this, it needs to be mentioned that it is not enough to focus on the governance
process. Two additional dimensions need to be mentioned when studying social innovation
governance, as they are not given. First, innovation governance in this study is understood as
studying change processes, which are the processes of creating something new or different
that requires a renewed understanding (Borrás and Edler 2014b), according to the definition
of innovation. Second, as already mentioned, this thesis focuses on innovation that may
contribute to sustainable transformation. Thus, it aims to understand how innovation can be
governed in rural areas and how innovation can provide public goods for a larger society. As
such, this thesis is based on the definition of governance of change proposed by Borrás and
Edler (2014c): “Hence, our working definition of governance of change in ST&I2 systems is the
way in which societal and state actors intentionally interact in order to transform ST&I

2

Socio-technical systems and innovation systems
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systems, by regulating issues of societal concern, defining the processes and direction of how
technological artefacts and innovations are produced, and shaping how these are introduced,
absorbed, diffused and used within society and economy”. This definition is transferred to the
study of rural areas and social innovation instead of socio-technical innovation systems,
elaborated in more detail in chapters 3 and 4.
Considering that governance itself is not primarily recognised as a theory (Benz 2004), there
is a lack of a clear conceptual framework and operationalisation guides to study governance
or the governance of change processes -- especially those suitable for capturing social
innovation processes in rural areas to enhance smart policy instruments. For example, Dargan
and Shucksmith (2008) noted that the implementation of innovation policies in rural areas
often encounters a lack of understanding among local actors. At the moment, clear incentive
structures are lacking, especially for infrastructure projects in rural communities. For example,
it is often not clear who is accountable for innovations that seek to enhance living conditions
in rural areas (Rodriguez-Pose and Di Cataldo 2015; Nicholls and Dees 2015). Scholars even
question whether social innovations in rural areas can be promoted at all with top-down
policies due to their endogenous nature as self-organised bottom-up initiatives (Bock 2016;
Copus 2011; Birchall and Simmons 2009).

In Brief - Studying Governance Processes of Social Innovation in Rural Areas
In short, this brief overview of the governance literature shows an analytical lens that has
gained importance with the dimension of the tasks to be solved, such as increasing disparities
between rural and urban areas, renewable energy transition and improving sustainable
practices in general. It allows capturing processes that an organisation employs and studying
its interaction in its institutional environment. The interplay of instruments and the possibility
to investigate public, private and civil society incentives is crucial in this thesis. This doctoral
thesis aims to examine this interplay in the context of social innovations in rural areas.

1.2.3 The Role of Member Based Organisations
Studying social innovation governance processes in rural areas requires a unit of analysis that
enhances knowledge within this area. In the literature on rural development, the notion of
member-based organisation is well-established (Hanisch 2016; Markelova et al. 2009). Most
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prominently, member-based organisations are cooperatives3. According to the International
Cooperative Alliance (ICA), “a cooperative is an autonomous association of persons united
voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations
through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise” (ICA 2019). In addition,
cooperatives ought to be governed by seven principles, which distinguish them from most
investor-owned enterprises and qualify cooperatives as a unit of analysis for this thesis
(Defourny and Nyssens 2016): 1. Voluntary and open membership; 2. Democratic member
control, whereby each member has equal voting rights; 3. Economic participation of
members; 4. Autonomy and independence, which emphasises that cooperatives are selfhelping organisations controlled by their members; 5. Cooperatives should invest in
education, training and information exchange of their members; 6. Cooperatives should
engage in local to international cooperative networks to strengthen themselves; and 7.
Community concern, i.e., cooperatives are responsible for the sustainable development of
their communities (ICA 2019).

Cooperatives have proven that they create innovation in rural areas. The link to rural areas
becomes clear since the first cooperatives were founded in rural communities, as previous
forms of organisation did not sufficiently address the needs of the rural population (Fairbairn
1994, 2001). Cooperatives are, therefore, a traditional concept that combines elements of coownership and participation with mechanisms for pooling risk and finance, linking rural actors
to markets and knowledge networks (Münkner 2012; Birchall and Simmons 2009; Bonus
1986). With these attributes, cooperatives in rural areas traditionally provide solutions to the
missing markets, resources and knowledge problems that, according to economic
geographers, reduce the innovation capacity of actors in rural areas. Agricultural cooperatives
associations, for example, provide farmers with access to inputs, processing and branding and
marketing services (COGECA 2015). European credit cooperatives maintain a dense system of

3

In this thesis, the focus is on member-based organisations rather than cooperatives, as cooperatives have different
legitimacy due to different cultural and historical contexts and are also defined differently depending on national legislation.
For example, there are groups that are built and maintained by and for the members, but which distance themselves from
the term cooperative due to negative experiences (see Paper one, where the member-based organisation calls itself a
farmers' group, while cooperatives are and were often established in Indonesia by the state and large agribusinesses where
farmers had to join). In addition, cooperatives often operate in a specific region, but there are also national or global
cooperatives that differ greatly in their management practices from smaller community and member-based cooperatives in
rural areas, which will be examined in this thesis (Wieg 2014; Lang and Roessl 2011; Miller 2010) .
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rural financial services in sparsely populated areas with low attractiveness for private banks
(Wieg 2014). Closely embedded into their rural communities, cooperatives are organisations
of multi-level governance (Knickel et al. 2009) organised across different geographical and
institutional tiers, from primary cooperatives in the villages up to their apex organisations
operating at the national and sometimes international level. With these mechanisms,
traditional cooperatives managed to develop innovations. For example, Luo and Hu (2015)
discovered that farmer cooperatives take more risks when implementing agricultural
technology innovation than traditional investor-owned firms. While investigating rural
regional enterprises that operated in the agricultural sector, Hosseini et al. (2012) showed
that cooperatives, in comparison with private enterprises, performed better in terms of
innovation.

In addition to its ability to increase the innovative capacity of rural actors, the cooperative
business model itself has proven to have a transformative capacity (Keck and Sakdapolrak
2013). In Europe and most OECD and developing countries, cooperatives provide the
traditional model for farmer collective action for a long time. Functions that are usually
attributed to cooperatives in rural areas are the provision of market access, the facilitation of
resource sharing and pooling among rural stakeholders, linking farmers to markets,
empowering marginalised groups, providing rural finance and micro credit and training and
information sharing (Bauwens and Defourny 2017; Borda-Rodriguez and Vicari 2014; Vicari
2014; Kwapong and Hanisch 2013; Birchall and Simmons 2009). Often linked to Cooperative
Principle 7, new forms of cooperatives are emerging that take responsibility for the
sustainable development of their communities through their adaptation. The main difference
between traditional cooperatives and new forms of cooperatives is that the founding purpose
of a cooperative is no longer primarily focused on creating benefits for its members but
instead on the collective action potential and the pursuance of a founding purpose behind
the production of goods or services for a wider community (Hatak et al. 2016; Somerville
2007). Within the literature, these new forms are often referred to as social cooperatives or
community cooperatives (Bauwens and Defourny 2017; Mori 2014). This thesis focuses on
these new forms of cooperatives that produce benefits for a wider community, as these
cooperatives enable the investigation of social innovation processes that meet the needs of
the wider community rather than just the cooperatives members in rural areas. These
member-based organisations may become involved in governance processes that aim at
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promoting not just social or sustainable change on the local scale but also policy change which
is necessary to transform, for instance, marginalised agriculture (Suhada et al. 2018; MurrayPrior et al. 2014) and rural areas (Bock 2016; Hosseini et al. 2012).

In Brief - The Role of Member Based Organisations
Member-based organisations, in this thesis primarily cooperatives, are to be considered as a
suitable unit of analysis in the context of this thesis. One reason for this selection is that the
cooperative organisation had an important development strand in rural areas. Moreover,
cooperatives were never founded primarily to maximise profits for individual actors, are
based on a democratic, self-organising approach, and have managed to reinvent themselves
to adapt to changing demands. This thesis aims to understand these processes in more detail
and draw lessons from them for the governance of social innovation processes in rural areas.

1.3 Research Approach and Process

Figure 2 Structure and Argumentation Line of this Thesis
In this thesis, a primarily qualitative research approach was taken, as the research interest
can be based on little previous research in the field (Flick 2017). This gap requires empirical
investigation of the historical reality in rural areas, which is the work of social scientists (Lund
2014). As explained in chapter 1.1, the existing theoretical approaches cannot be easily
transferred to the research context. Therefore, the chosen research process followed an
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interactive path and aimed to identify theory-building explanatory approaches (Glaser and
Strauss 2009). The core of this work is thus to gather empirical knowledge that contributes to
the understanding of how social innovation can be governed in rural areas. Following Flick's
(2017) reasoning, the goal of research in qualitative research processes is not to reduce
complexity by selecting specific variables but to condense complexity by incorporating
context, in this case, the chosen research field, which in this thesis is referred to as the
research arena. Research arenas are settings where social innovation governance in rural
areas can be studied. In the context of this thesis, three research arenas are examined.

In chapter two, the research arena is global governance and market-based instruments to
improve sustainable farming practices of smallholders in rural Indonesia. The focus of the
study is on the effectiveness of such instruments and the perception and organisation of the
farmer group. In this case, a single in-depth case study was chosen first to approach the topic.

Building on this, chapter three adopted a comparative case study approach to explore the
patterns of social innovation processes and sharpen the chosen theoretical lens. The research
field for this purpose was the topic of maintaining and creating rural infrastructure through
municipal cooperatives in rural Germany. Here, the focus was mainly on the local level and
internal governance processes.

Chapter four, as a research arena, highlights the topic of the decentralised energy transition
based on renewable energy cooperatives. After the comparative case study analysis, a more
systematic approach is chosen to evaluate previous findings and simultaneously investigate
on a sub-national level what influence policy instruments have on the establishment of energy
cooperatives.
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Abstract

Multi-stakeholder sustainability certification schemes have become a favorite instrument for
applying good governance, though studies indicate their inefficiency at the producer level. In
this study, we used a mixed-method approach to first, map the institutional context of
independent oil-palm smallholders in rural Sumatra while, second, reflecting upon the impact
of the Smallholder Standard proposed by the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil on
smallholder management practices. We hold that non-recognition of micro-scale perspectives
within governance processes may partially explain noncompliance with certification principles
among smallholders. The Smallholder Standard appears unable to mitigate challenges
important for smallholders, who in turn cannot properly comply with it, due to problems
including weather instability and high management costs. We suggest that certification
schemes need to work on some overlooked but essential preconditions of good governance,
namely gaining micro-level visibility and acceptance.
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2.1 Introduction
The instrument of sustainability certification schemes is considered as good governance
practice that can globally solve problems such as resource exploitation and human-right
abuses (Vatn 2015; Arias et al. 2013; Hatanaka et al. 2005). In this context, sustainability is
generally defined via a set of principles and criteria that are revised and agreed upon in
frequent multi-stakeholder meetings (Silva-Castañeda 2012). The Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC), established in 1993 and the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO), established in
2004, are only two examples of such schemes, the rising number of which indicates their
increasing popularity as a policy instrument (Tayleur et al. 2017; Ruysschaert and Salles 2014;
Maertens and Swinnen 2009; Rametsteinera and Simula 2003).

However, some studies claim that governance processes are likely to face problems when
focusing solely on the producer level. Hatanaka et al. (2005), for example, argue that
certification schemes are a mechanism to “shift the burden of the system’s costs to other
stakeholders and to producers in particular”, proposing that stakeholders who have little
influence in the standard-setting process will likely lose access to markets if they do not
comply with sustainability standards. Meanwhile, Gatti et al. (2018) have shown that,
between 2001 and 2016, certified oil-palm concessions led to more tree removals than
concessions that were not certified in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Papua New Guinea. Further,
Tayleur et al. (2018) found that, although certified areas where biodiversity levels are high
can be identified, areas that suffer most from poverty are usually not reached by certification
schemes. This challenges the understanding of certification schemes as automatically
improving not only environmental but also social problems. Rather, such results seem to
indicate a kind of misgovernance that is embedded in existing certification schemes and
requires further investigation.

Initially, multi-stakeholder certificates, such as the early Fair Trade movement, were
established to improve smallholder livelihoods by giving them access to new markets and
implementing direct trade relationships for providing benefits such as price premiums
(Schleifer 2016; Hauff and Claus 2012). New certification schemes, such as FSC or RSPO, were
established to transform the whole sector towards sustainability, rather than focussing on the
different needs of different producers and their access to resources (Schleifer 2016).
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Consequently, smallholders, who are still regarded as the world’s poorest farmers, have lost
their prominent role within such certification schemes. Some studies have indicated
difficulties for smallholders to properly access certification schemes (Saadun et al. 2018;
Azhar et al. 2017; Azhar et al. 2015; Brandi et al. 2015). One possible factor here is that they
have rarely been invited to take part in decision-making regarding governance processes
(Gillespie 2012), meaning they are not considered essential stakeholders. Other proposed
reasons are remoteness of smallholders from knowledge infrastructure and lack of technical
and financial resources (Martin et al. 2015; Brandi et al. 2015; Arias et al. 2013).

Realizing that smallholders can hardly access certification schemes, prominent schemes such
as FSC and RSPO have recently started special smallholder programs to weaken access
barriers. A commonly adopted solution consists in lowering the standards and implementing
group certification for smallholders, intended to decrease transaction costs and increase
smallholder bargaining power in horizontal supply chains (Brandi et al. 2015; Auer 2012).
Although this might prove helpful to an extent, questions remain regarding whether
smallholders can actually benefit from multi-stakeholder approaches initially targeting whole
sectors (Brandi et al. 2015; Hidayat et al. 2015; Clavel 2014; FAO 2012). For instance,
interviewing 194 smallholders within an RSPO pilot-project area, Brandi et al. (2015) found
that 74% of them had never even heard about RSPO certification.

Our perspective here is in line with Cornell et al. (2013), who propose that good governance
cannot be achieved while ignoring important stakeholders in the process. Although current
top-down approaches such as RSPO and FSC have been trying to improve smallholder
certification, they appear to lack understanding of smallholder management practices and
how knowledge is created and transferred among smallholders (Offermans and Glasbergen
2015; Moreno-Peñaranda et al. 2015; McNie 2007). Stakeholders steering environmental
governance processes need to be aware of constraints on smallholder interaction, namely
formal and informal rules they perceive as important and which shape their institutional
background (North 1990). Along with transparency at the steering level, good governance
requires awareness and acceptance of given environmental governance processes on the
producer level (Okereke and Stacewicz 2018; Vatn 2015).
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To increase knowledge in this field, we applied a mixed-method approach, using a.o. the novel
net-map tool, which has not been applied yet to investigate oil-palm smallholders’
institutional backgrounds towards sustainable certification schemes. The net-map tool was
developed by Schiffer (2007) to respond to criticism of common governance analysis tools. It
combines social network analysis, to identify actors and their interaction within a social
network (Lauber et al. 2008; Bodin et al. 2006), and power mapping, to investigate how much
influence one actor has on decision-making processes (Schiffer and Waale 2008). This
combination allows not just mapping formal hierarchies but allows identifying networks that
“tend to be located outside the existing hierarchies” (Schiffer and Waale 2008, p. 1). Thus,
this method allows for enhancing knowledge on smallholder institutional backgrounds
regarding their management practices. With this study, we seek to address criticism from
Offermans and Glasbergen (2015) that research on certification schemes has rarely gone
beyond measuring the intensity of different stakeholder interactions. Hence, we aim at
identifying challenges that prevent smallholders from accessing certification schemes rather
than revealing the reasons why such challenges occur, to begin with (Martin et al. 2015;
Brandi et al. 2015).

This paper, first, gives a brief overview on the topic of oil palm certification schemes in
Indonesia, secondly, introduces the case study area and design. The results and the discussion
will be presented along with three research questions: First, which stakeholders are perceived
as influential within the institutional context of oil-palm smallholders? Second, what makes
stakeholders important to independent oil-palm smallholders? Third, how does RSPO affect
independent smallholders’ institutional context? This last question helps us to understand
whether the RSPO can potentially be a meaningful tool in the environmental governance
smallholder context. We argue that a change in management practices, hence allegedly more
sustainable management practices will be applied, only if the sustainability tool is meaningful
to the smallholders’ institutional context. Finally, broadening scope, we reflect upon the
knowledge gained regarding governance processes related to certification schemes and
provide recommendations for improving them in the future.
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2.2 Research Context: Sustainable Certification Schemes for Independent Oil-Palm
Smallholders in Indonesia
The palm-oil industry has become one of the most widely discussed sectors worldwide, due
to its unique environmentally threatening characteristics combined with growing demand.
Together, Malaysia and Indonesia are responsible for 85% of world palm-oil production (29
and 56%, respectively), putting high pressure on the natural capital of these countries (USDA
2018; Levin 2012). Indonesia’s production has been continuously rising, from 33,000,000
metric tons in 2014 to 41,500,000 metric tons in 2018 (USDA 2018).

Smallholders play a significant role in Indonesia’s palm-oil industry (Bissonnette 2016),
operating 42% of its oil-palm plantations, which is estimated to rise to 60% by 2030 (Suhada
et al. 2018). These numbers include scheme smallholders, which are contractually bound to
and regulated by a large-scale oil-palm producer or mill, and independent smallholders, who
work independently and, therefore, need to organize their local infrastructure themselves.
Thus, independent smallholders have to organize themselves in farmer groups to collect and
sell their fresh fruit bunches (FFB) to the mill offering the best price or sell their FFB to a
middleman that takes over this job (Azhar et al. 2017; Brandi et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2014b).

The number of independent oil-palm smallholders has grown steadily (Kubitza et al. 2018;
Gatto et al. 2017; Euler et al. 2016; Gatto et al. 2014), prompting criticism of the social and
environmental impacts of their plantations. Although oil-palm production was initially
promoted as a development program by the Indonesian government, it has become very costintensive. Many smallholders now need to hire employees (Kubitza et al. 2018), making the
benefits of independent smallholding quite heterogeneous within communities (Krishna et al.
2017; Rasch and Köhne 2016; Lee et al. 2014b). Criticism of oil-palm smallholders has also
arisen in connection with the sustainability debate, linking them to deforestation, land
grabbing and land clearing using fire, which is seen as problematic for releasing massive
amounts of CO2 emissions (Nesadurai 2018; Dauvergne 2018; Bissonnette 2016; Daemeter
2015). Contrarily, Lee et al. (2014a) indicate that in comparison to large-scale plantations,
until now, small-scale plantations’ environmental impacts to be rather low, while Azhar et al.
(2014) and Azhar et al. (2011) found small-scale plantation to be less harmful regarding
biodiversity loss.
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Established in 2004 by non-profit and private organizations in Europe, the RSPO (2018) seeks
to establish sustainable palm oil as a norm and has managed to certify nearly one-fifth of
world palm-oil production, which makes it the biggest voluntary certification scheme for
sustainable palm-oil and therefore interesting for further investigation (Dauvergne 2018).
Initially only targeting large-scale production units, smallholders were not at first treated as
essential stakeholders within the process (Brandi et al. 2015). Although RSPO published its
“Guidance for Independent Smallholders under Group Certification” in 2010, it took until
2015 for the 12th General Assembly of the RSPO to establish a Smallholder Strategy,
“acknowledge[ing] the significance of smallholders and the need for a change in current
practices and approaches to improve their inclusion into the RSPO system” (2017, p. 2). This
strategy is primarily aimed at improving smallholder management practices, increasing the
number of smallholders in the RSPO system and increasing smallholder support through (non)financial incentives (RSPO 2017).

Besides the RSPO, the Indonesian government established its own mandatory certification
scheme, the Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil certificate (ISPO) in March 2011. According to
the government, the ISPO shall “ensure the adherence of palm oil plantations to government
laws and regulations” (Suharto et al. 2015:p. 3), saying if oil palm smallholders comply with
the national law, they can label their FFB as sustainable. While until March 2015 every
plantation owner was obligated to be certified by ISPO, it is no longer mandatory for
smallholders neither for companies that produce biofuel for the local market (Suharto 2015).
According to Suhada et al. (2018), until 2017 less than 1 % of Indonesian independent
smallholders were certified by RPSO or ISPO showing a massive lack in governing sustainable
oil palm management in Indonesia.

2.3 Case Study Design and Area
In order to investigate issues of transparency, awareness, and perceptions on the micro level,
the present paper analyses the interpretations of individuals, seeking to capture how people
behave within different institutional settings. To enhance reliability when researching
individual decision-making processes, fieldwork shall be conducted in environments where
groups of interest act, with a single case study being seen as the best means for achieving this
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without any of the restrictions that a comparative or quantitative study would require (Rasch
and Köhne 2016; Flick 2016; Lund 2014)

The case study for this paper was conducted on Indonesia's island of Sumatra, in Jambi, a
province that has experienced one of the country’s most rapid land-use shifts over the last
fifty years (CRC 990 2017). From 1970 until today, primary forests have nearly vanished in
Jambi, due to rubber and more recently oil-palm plantations (Laumonier et al. 2010;
Feintrenie and Levang 2009).

Figure 3 Case Study Area
The case study village of Merlung was selected because there is a farmer group in the RSPO
certification process. Second, the village allowed studying different subgroups of independent
smallholders and, therefore, different management practices. This was seen as crucial to
capture the heterogeneity of independent smallholding: some were part of a farmer group,
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some were part of the RSPO certification process8, and others were neither part of a group
nor of a certification process.

Data collection took place from July to September 2016. Interviews were carried out in the
local language (Bahasa Indonesia) with an assistant from Bogor University. A mixed-method
approach was applied by, first, conducting expert interviews with scientists, village authorities
and a local NGO to gain in-depth knowledge about the history of the village, current problems
and management of the farmer group. After this step, snowball technique was used to identify
25 smallholders with whom we carried out semi-structured interviews. Key questions
addressed the history and motivation to grow oil palm, including questions about their
experience and from whom they have learned to manage oil palm. To enhance knowledge
about smallholders’ perceived challenges, interview partners were asked to name the most
urgent oil-palm management challenges as well as coping strategies. Knowledge on
certification schemes for sustainable oil palm, opinion on these schemes and individual
understandings of the concept of certification were further fields of interest. If smallholders
had joined a certification scheme, additional questions regarding the process were asked.

To build on gained knowledge and relationships, we approached the 25 smallholders twice to
conduct the net-map tool, 17 of them agreed. Additionally, aiming at triangulating
information, two group discussions with smallholders, four additional expert interviews with
stakeholders from NGOs and certification-scheme organizations as well as an extensive
literature review were conducted. All interviews were recorded, translated and then doublechecked with the research assistant. Qualitative content analysis was applied using the
software MaxQDA.

8

A subgroup of the farmer group finished the RSPO certification process in 2015, but the official decision regarding
whether certification would be granted was postponed for a year, due to non-compliance of one of the audited
plantations.
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Figure 4 Applied Net-Map Tool During Fieldwork

The net-map tool was conducted in four steps, following instructions by Schiffer and Hauck
(2010) and Schiffer and Waale (2008). First, smallholders were asked to name all stakeholders
they perceived as being important for their oil-palm business, recorded on paper in front of
each participant (Figure 4). Second, as we wanted to know whether smallholders interact with
certification stakeholders (e.g. the government, the local NGO, RSPO, ISPO, farmer group) and
perceive them as important, we asked smallholders to identify three different flows as follows
(Schiffer and Waale 2008). First, they were asked to identify flows of support and information
provided, aiming at mapping streams of knowledge transfer and, thus, whether certification
stakeholders do play a role. Second, we asked about financial flows to identify whether
smallholders receive incentives to adopt certification schemes and, third, about formal lines
of command to see, whether they see RSPO or ISPO as an authority. These three categories
were then drawn in different colors on their paper, connecting named stakeholders with each
other. As a third step of the net-map tool, participants were asked to rank these stakeholders
by building stone towers to indicate each stakeholder’s influence on smallholders decisionmaking. After participants were satisfied with the picture of stakeholders that they had
created, a qualitative discussion followed to better understand given answers and choices.
The results of this process are summarized in Figure 5, achieved by using Gephi software. The
sizes of the arrows and circles therein illustrate how many stones smallholders chose for
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named stakeholders and how often links between stakeholders and smallholders were drawn.
The length of each arrow and the position of stakeholders in Figure 5 have no significance. In
order to gain transparency, flows related to information, commands and money are displayed
separately in the figure.

2.4 Results and Discussion
Beside expert interviews and the literature review, our findings were drawn from 25
independent smallholders. Of these 25 smallholders, 14 were part of the local farmer group,
5 of whom reported to be part of the RSPO certification process. Because only one
smallholder had heard about the ISPO certificate, we mainly focused on the RSPO in our
analysis. Results and discussion will be guided along our research questions.

2.4.1 Which Stakeholders are Perceived as Important within the Institutional Context of OilPalm Smallholders?
Answering the first question, we mostly focused on results drawn from the net-map method.
Of special interest were, which stakeholders are perceived as important regarding
smallholders oil-palm business and how much influence do these stakeholders have. With
regard to smallholders’ decision-making processes, the stakeholders whom interview
partners perceived to have the most influence actually have very little influence in the overall
oil-palm business. For instance, stakeholders such as oil-palm mills – which have the power to
accept or dismiss FFB – retailers and the government, were rated with low influence scores
by smallholders interviewed. As shown in Figure 5, stakeholders perceived as essential by
smallholders are, first, family members, such as wives, brothers or parents; second, people
belonging to their community, such as neighbors and friends; and, third, people they depend
on to manage their oil-palm plantations, such as their farmer group or middlemen to sell their
FFB, employees for the harvest process and the local farming shop to obtain fertilizer. These
results suggest that smallholders have not yet integrated the vertical oil-palm supply chain
into their managerial decisions and still tend to see only players on the horizontal level as
being important for their management practices.
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Figure 5 Results from the Net-Map Analysis

New stakeholders can become institutionalized over time, which means their influence can
change, as it is a dynamic process. In the case considered here, a farmer group was established
in 2013 by a local NGO. Although the farmer group was established recently, it has become
an essential stakeholder for independent smallholders (see Figure 5), whose reasons for
joining the group include, for instance, a collective harvest system and provision of subsidized
fertilizer. Interview partners also state that the group is organized democratically, as group
members elect a group leader and decisions are made collectively, which generates trust
among interviewed smallholders that have joined the group. Furthermore, interview partners
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stated that, as a group, they can increase their bargaining power and perhaps obtain loans
from the group to buy fertilizer. This acknowledgment of the importance of the farmer group
among smallholders seems to indicate that smallholders can accept new stakeholders. It also
suggests that smallholders not only integrate stakeholders to be individuals close to them but
also potentially organizations, which are more abstract entities. This is important as the RPSO
can also be considered an abstract entity.

Furthermore, smallholders do not link certification schemes to any particular stakeholder, as
they have not once mentioned RSPO. Although farmer-group membership is a precondition
for independent smallholders to enter the certification process, no smallholder mentioned
this as a reason for entering the group during semi-structured interviews. In fact, some
smallholders who were in the certification process did not even seem to be aware of it. The
local NGO that initiated the farmer group to gain more independence for smallholders was
perceived by some as helpful, because of training provided, but smallholders did not link this
training to the certification process itself. Focusing on smallholders’ interaction within their
networks and linking this knowledge with information gained during semi-structured
interviews allows us to investigate the following question:

2.4.2 What Makes Stakeholders Important to Independent Oil-Palm Smallholders?
Stakeholders’ perceived important to smallholders rises with the number of contact points
they share (Figure 5). Especially, if stakeholders are deemed necessary actors in matters of
information, commands, and finance. For instance, family members not only provide support
through advice but are also usually a key incentive for buying a plantation so that, as a
household, good school education for the children becomes affordable. Moreover, since
some smallholders may have no access to bank loans, they often borrow money from family
members to buy a plantation or fertilizer. Meanwhile, drawn information flows highlight the
importance of employees to smallholders, giving employees instructions about what to do on
the plantation and even providing them loans. In fact, some independent smallholders never
work on their own plantations and, therefore, would not be able to manage them without
employees.

Interestingly, the remoteness of stakeholders does not seem to be a limiting factor on
accessing information and considering someone as influential. Most interviewed smallholders
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were migrants, still strongly connected to relatives living in other parts of Indonesia.
Especially, interviewed smallholders considered family members and friends that were oilpalm smallholders as crucial. Hence, remoteness itself does not necessarily lead to
disconnection, as suggested by Martin et al. (2015). Rather, the present study supports
Boschma and Frenken’s (2010) argument that whether one perceives information as
important or not depends on the stakeholder providing it, and thus, whether this stakeholder
belongs to the institutional context. These findings might indicate, that merely receiving
information, e.g. regarding certification requirements, is generally not enough for
smallholders to become involved in sustainable management practice. The information needs
to be disseminated through the right stakeholder and reputation, as well as trustworthiness,
seem crucial. These results are in line with claims that implementing policies generally does
not work well when using purely top-down approaches (Köhne 2014; Moran 2010).

While trust is reported to be a precondition for building shareholder–stakeholder
relationships, there are exceptions. Independent smallholders are embedded in complex
relationship networks, which need investigation in order to understand smallholders’ actions.
For instance, many independent smallholders still rely on middlemen, even though they often
mentioned not really trusting them and would rather be in the local farmer group. This implies
that, just because certain stakeholders are perceived as important to smallholders, it does not
mean they are considered highly trusted people. Reasons why smallholders were not in the
farmer group mainly revolved around it involving too many responsibilities towards other
stakeholders, or the distant location of their own plantations, making it too expensive for the
farmer group to collect their FFB. Furthermore, some smallholders had not even known of
the group’s existence, although they did not live far away from its members. Joining a farmer
group is a requirement for smallholders to be certified, but these two examples demonstrate
how easily they can become excluded from information flows among smallholders, miss out
on training to enhance sustainable management practices or be unaware of certification
processes around them. These findings further demonstrate the importance of considering
external forces before judging the adaptive capacity of smallholders on the micro scale. To
integrate these external forces in our analysis, we have investigated the connection between
stakeholders that are perceived as important and challenges smallholders have faced
recently.
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As presented in Figure 6, stakeholders with a high influence score, such as employees, family
or the local farmer group, can help to mitigate some of the challenges smallholders face. For
instance, smallholders lack time to manage their plantations, especially if they are located far
away from their homes and are difficult to access. Such challenges are generally mitigated
through employees. Meanwhile, the farmer group is an essential stakeholder for collective
harvesting, accessing subsidized fertilizer, and facilitating knowledge exchange among
smallholders. Such challenges and essential stakeholders are dynamically linked to each other
within the smallholders’ institutional context. Consequently, although hiring employees can
mitigate some challenges for smallholders, it also increases management costs. Thus,
mitigating one challenge may raise another, demonstrating the complexity of the
smallholders’ management system, as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6 The Institutional Context of Independent Oil-Palm Smallholders

2.4.3 Environmental Governance Meets Reality: How Does the RSPO Affect Independent
Smallholders’ Institutional Context?
Finally, results of the net-mapping tool and semi-structured interviews need to be reflected
against the background of environmental governance and therefore whether and how
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smallholders’ formalized and de facto rules are affected by the RSPO. Answering this question,
we would like to discuss results gained during experts interviews, group discussion, and semistructured interviews. These results demonstrate the complexity of smallholders’
management context in two ways. First, the complexity in regard to human relations and
knowledge transfer among smallholders and stakeholders linked to the RSPO scheme and
secondly, the complexity based on external circumstances smallholder face in their everyday
life, which prevent them from obeying rules as demanded by the RSPO certificate.

Based on the above analysis, we assume that one reason why smallholders have not
integrated RSPO as an influential stakeholder within their oil-palm management is that they
do not seem capable of mitigating any of their key challenges displayed in Figure 6. Although
RSPO (2017) aims towards establishing financial and non-financial incentives for smallholders
that might mitigate such challenges, the interviewed smallholders already in the certification
process seemed not yet aware of any such incentives.

Meanwhile, interviewed smallholders did not seem to trust certification schemes, which is
supposed to be a precondition for good governance (Vatn 2015). One smallholder even
accused the certification process of being unfair, because all smallholders had to wait for a
year to get their certificates because one smallholder selected by the audit team failed. This
is a finding in contrast to Rametsteinera and Simula’s (2003) claim that independent audits
are an incentive for improving management practices. Another smallholder reported that
members of an already-certified farmer group did not receive a price premium promised for
their FFB, which led to disappointment and mistrust among the members.

Moreover, smallholders need to cope with uncertainty, which may then become a driver of
deforestation. Especially when buying their second plantation, some smallholders reported
preferring to buy forest or a rubber plantation, clearing the land, buying good quality seeds 9
and planting it on their own, rather than buying a plantation already planted with oil palm
and, therefore, facing uncertainty about seed quality. Their not wanting to take this long-term
risk may thus push smallholders towards participating in deforestation and not investing in

9

Experts mentioned that smallholders buying and planting uncertified seeds that bears less or no FFB is a big problem.
Especially, because it takes up to 4 years until a palm can be harvested, there is much investment needed before
smallholders can earn money with their oil-palm plantations.
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sustainable management practice as requested by RSPO. Hence, ignoring smallholders’
institutional context may be one explanation, why independent smallholders do not adapt
their management practise.

As part of their overall livelihood strategies, Euler et al. (2016) found that independent
smallholders are more likely to expand than replace their oil-palm business, which our study
partly confirms. Interviewed smallholders own between 1 ha and 20 ha oil-palm plantation,
mostly spread among different locations. On the one hand, many smallholders wanted to buy
another plantation. On the other hand, smallholders also wanted to improve their current
situation, which can mean selling plantations that have uncertain seed quality or are far away
or difficult to access. Moreover, many smallholders are trying to mitigate the uncertainty
involved in new plantations and diversify their income strategies by investing in other ideas,
including other crops, guest farms or fish farms, rather than invest their money to cope with
RSPO requirements. Some have even opened shops.

Smallholders need to cope with pressing short-term challenges before dealing with long-term
improvement on their plantations. As reported by smallholders and researchers (Purnomo et
al. 2018; Hartmann et al. 2018), in 2015 large parts of Sumatra suffered from drought,
followed by large-scale forest fires. According to smallholders, the smoke of these fires
reduced palm fertility, leading to harvest losses of about 50–70%. Thus, smallholders earned
less money, while fixed costs including bank loans, employee wages, and fertilizers remained
high. Since fertilizer prices and wages have increased over the years, it is clear why
management costs are perceived as the principal challenge among smallholders (Figure 6).

Interestingly, concerning the future, independent smallholders are more worried about
external forces associated with the global trade market than about natural forces, such as
another drought. Within our group discussion, nearly all smallholders agreed that a rising
number of standards and requirements, as well as the decreasing price of FFB, are considered
their main future challenges. This finding is somewhat surprising, as these external forces
were not mentioned as priorities within current challenges (Figure 6). Smallholders reported
fearing being unable to sell their FFB to the mill, citing this as their key motivation to join the
RSPO, whose certificate they hope will lead to recognition of their palm oil on the world
market. Hence, certification schemes seem to be considered as a form of problem-solving
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strategy to reduce uncertainties about the future among independent smallholders, which
aligns with the call of Zilberman et al. (2012) for proactive adaptation. However, smallholders
do indeed not perceive certification schemes as a more sustainable approach for mitigating
resource exploitation and addressing social-rights problems, as aimed at by stakeholders who
steer certification processes. Thus, it seems, smallholders support RSPO because of external
threats that have nothing to do with the scheme’s approach towards making sustainable oil
palm the norm.

Besides these points, our results suggest that existing certification schemes can generate
some knowledge regarding environmental governance. Although independent smallholders
did not directly link certification with standards they shall meet, they perceived training from
the NGO initiated in connection with the certification process as helpful. The results also
reveal that most independent smallholders interviewed, do care about environmental
sustainability and want to improve their management strategies. These results reflect those
of Saadun et al. (2018), who have investigated smallholders in Malaysia, stating that the socioecological background needs to be considered when designing a certification scheme.

2.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Our case study suggests that using multi-stakeholder certification in order to reach
sustainable transformation is actually a more difficult undertaking than its advocates have
anticipated. It has neither generated the expected levels of success envisioned by theory nor
those assumed based upon the immense number of certificates already issued.

Using a mixed-method approach with independent oil-palm smallholders in Jambi, Sumatra,
this paper has identified key shortcomings that may explain the currently poor outcomes
associated with the RSPO there. Our results show that smallholders targeted by the
Smallholder Standard neither perceive themselves as part of the vertical palm-oil supply chain
nor link RSPO to any particular stakeholders whom they may consider to be important.
Meanwhile, they suffer from high uncertainty regarding price development and increasing
standards within the world market. Consequently, the motivation of independent
smallholders to participate in certification schemes seems a proactive risk-reduction
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approach rather than a reactive one that could help mitigate current challenges smallholders
face or improve sustainability.

Our findings suggest that, at the bottom, RSPO has failed to meet good governance
conditions. Smallholders do not perceive traceability when it comes to their business and are
not accepted as essential stakeholders in the governance process. Both findings, however,
pinpoint necessary preconditions governance processes must address to transform the oilpalm business towards sustainability.

For RSPO to become properly recognized as an essential stakeholder with respect to
smallholders’ own business interests, it needs to remedy the following shortcomings. First,
stakeholders engaged in many forms of interaction in different areas of smallholders’ lives
have greater influence on their decision making than those, possibly more powerful
stakeholders, involved in fewer interactions. Smallholders perceive stakeholders from whom
they can obtain information on how to deal with problems concerning their oil-palm
businesses to be most important. Second, as oil-palm management becomes increasingly
cost-intensive, smallholders need access to funding, especially to bridge crisis periods. In
order to increase the number of certified smallholders, RSPO needs to understand the impact
of such challenges on certification uptake. Third, impacts from shocks such as floods or
droughts require a dynamic concept rather than a static catalog of principles and criteria.
Fourth, knowledge about sustainable oil-palm management does exist among smallholders,
but it is not always clear where it is coming from. Nevertheless, the founding of a farmer group
and knowledge gained from trainings indicated that institutions could be changed through
participation and collective activities. Private and public organizations should thus work
together to reach good governance, reduce transaction costs and enhance resource
allocation.

We found the net-map method to be a useful tool to capture governance processes on the
local scale and well applicable during fieldwork. It allows investigating on formal and informal
rules smallholders follow and reasons for doing so. However, during the case study, a few
issues arose that require further research. It would be helpful to know whether spillover
effects exist for other smallholders who are not in the process of being certified. Additionally,
more detailed analysis could assess essential flows of information and commands between
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smallholders and other stakeholders, especially the role of the government and the ISPO
certification schemes and extension services. Such work may help to improve transparency
and evaluate independent smallholders’ awareness of how they can be better integrated into
the certification process.
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Abstract

Purpose
Against the background of increasing infrastructure loss in many rural areas, this study aims
to contribute conceptually and empirically towards a better understanding of rural innovation
processes related to the provision of public goods.

Approach
The nationally-focused understanding of innovation processes leads the debate on rural
development into a dilemma that we seek to sidestep via the concept of social innovation.
Community cooperatives – a type of social enterprise that has increasingly emerged in rural
areas of Germany in the last decade – offer the opportunity to examine social innovation
processes. Our cross-case study reveals the broad range of activities in which such
cooperatives are active and analyses their social innovation processes.

Findings
The study shows that the social innovation governance framework enables examination of
social innovation processes. Although macro-level policy has appeared to be an important
instrument for financing social innovation, public actors at the micro-level seem barely able
to initiate social innovation processes unless they are also private actors and, therefore, can
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pursue additional incentives. The social innovations studied here seem to differ in terms of
their actor constellations and resource-allocation patterns, depending on whether they are
concerned with the establishment or maintenance of local infrastructure. What they have in
common, however, is the initiation of formalised collective-action processes that serve to
legitimise social innovation.

Originality
By applying an analytical framework that is new to the literature on social innovation, the
study provides insight into the activities and decision-making processes of actors involved in
social innovation in rural areas. In this context, community cooperatives have rarely been
studied as an interface between public, private and civil society actors or as a platform for
mobilising human, social and financial capital.

Keywords: collective action, cooperatives, governance, innovation research, public-good
provision, rural development
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3.1 Introduction
Governments are struggling to sustainably improve living conditions in rural areas. While in
the European Union new member states are slowly catching up with the old ones, the "intranational differences between growing and stagnating regions have increased" (Ehrlich et al.,
2012). Local governments in rural areas are often confronted with declining infrastructure,
aging populations, outmigration into urban areas and high debt, leading to vicious circles of
frustration within civil society and most likely declining confidence in democracy (Kluth, 2019;
Copus, 2011). Despite decades of public funding, living conditions in rural areas in many
regions have tended to deteriorate, calling into question the public sector’s role in rural
development (Neumeier, 2017; Bock, 2016).

Despite widespread consensus in the academic literature that innovation is key to economic
development on both micro (organisational) and macro (national) scales (Shearmur et al.,
2018), there is little agreement in research and policy-making regarding how innovation can
be triggered in regions outside urbanised areas and by whom (Bock, 2016; Dargan and
Shucksmith, 2008) or even whether innovation policy might trigger rural development at all
(Steiner and Farmer, 2018; Neumeier, 2017).

Recent studies claiming that rural areas require a different understanding of innovation and,
in turn, different innovation policies to address rural development, advocate the concept of
social innovation (Nicholls and Dees, 2015; Dargan and Shucksmith, 2008; Moulaert and Sekia,
2003). However, only a few primarily theoretical discussions related to the potential of social
innovation for rural development have been conducted, revealing a lack of empirical studies
for evaluating the collective-action capacities of rural actors (Steiner and Teasdale, 2019;
Neumeier, 2017; Bock, 2016; Bock, 2012). To gain deeper understanding of changing
governance processes in social innovation at the micro-level, we agree with Borrás and Edler
(2014) that this requires examining “the opportunity structure and capable agents in a system,
the instrumentation […] and the legitimacy and acceptance of change.” Consequently, our
study takes a processual perspective and examines the following questions: First, who initiates
and what motivates social innovation processes? Second, what instruments can enable social
innovation? Third, how are social innovation legitimised?
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To address these questions, section 3.2 summarises the current innovation literature and
queries its applicability to the study of innovation within rural development. In section 3.3,
the concept of social innovation as a means of integrating rural development into the
innovation literature is introduced and the social innovation literature is further expanded by
the inclusion of Borrás and Edler (2014) three-pillar concept of governing change. Empirically,
we focus on community cooperatives as one platform for the study of social innovation
processes in rural areas. Finally, we present a cross-case analysis of 14 community
cooperatives from different fields to deepen understanding of rural social innovation
processes and discuss our research questions.

3.2 Identifying the Dilemmas of Rural Development within Innovation Research Contexts
What is known about innovation dynamics often reflects what has been called an urban bias
(Shearmur, 2012). This is apparent from the measurements and indicators used to compare
the innovation performance of different regions, such as the Regional Innovation Scoreboard
(Hollanders et al., 2019), which analyses performance indicators, including numbers of patent
applications and publication rates of scientific articles, which do not correspond to rural-area
characteristics (Kozłowski, 2015) nor generally improve living conditions in rural areas. From
this point of view, actors living in less populated areas, which we define as rural areas (BBSR,
2019), generate less innovation than actors living in densely populated areas. Consequently,
innovation research and policy at the micro and macro levels are largely derived from
concepts and empirical studies produced and implemented in urban areas (Shearmur et al.,
2018; Moulaert and Sekia, 2003).

Decades of innovation research have left many open questions regarding rural development
and appropriate innovation policies to support it. Rural areas with low population density have
different characteristics than urban areas. Further, there is not only a lack of research on
whether these characteristics promote innovation capacity or not; some studies also see rural
areas as being the opposite of innovation centres, creating a negative picture of them as
disadvantaged areas, which is one reason explaining the dilemmas of rural development
(Eder, 2019; Ehrlich et al., 2012; Lang, 2012). As researchers today argue that national
innovation policies may create not only economic development but also inequality between
regions (Shearmur et al., 2018), the question is whether public actors understand the
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difference between the goal of triggering economic growth and that of improving and
maintaining living conditions for people in rural areas (Moulaert and Sekia, 2003).

In the present study, the dilemmas of rural development are investigated along two
dimensions, both of which reveal a governance gap. First, governments and many studies do
not distinguish sufficiently between instruments to promote rural development and those
promoting national innovation (Shearmur et al., 2018). Dargan and Shucksmith (2008), for
example, noted that the implementation of innovation policies in rural areas, guided by
certain ideas regarding innovation in such contexts, often encounter a lack of understanding
among local actors. Secondly, clear incentive structures are lacking, especially for
infrastructure projects in rural communities, so it is typically not clear who is responsible for
innovations to improve living conditions in rural areas (Rodriguez-Pose and Di Cataldo, 2015;
Nicholls and Dees, 2015).

3.3 The Social Innovation Governance Framework
Rural-development dilemmas do not necessarily mean that rural actors are unable to
innovate. Innovation targeting rural development does take place in rural areas, but research
has not yet provided satisfactory concepts for analysing these processes (Beetz, 2008; Keim,
2006). In this context, the term social innovation – defined as "new ideas that meet social
needs, create social relations and form new collaborations" (EU, 2019) – bears mentioning, as
it continues to gain importance on the political agenda (EU, 2014; Borzaga and Bodini, 2012).
This concept spotlights collective-creation processes in which actors are learning, inventing
and creating new rules for interaction (Howaldt and Schwarz, 2010). While Mumford (2002)
stresses the purpose of social innovation as the achievement of common goals, Moulaert and
Sekia (2003) and Bock (2016) are more specific, defining it as leading to social change and
empowerment.

In the past, innovation research has largely ignored the concept of social innovation (van der
Have and Rubalcaba, 2016). For some, it remains unclear whether social innovation is a
concept that stands alongside others, such as technological innovation, or embodies a
completely new understanding of innovation (Marques et al., 2018; Nicholls and Dees, 2015).
While Mulgan (2006) assumes that social innovation will dominate technological innovation
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in the future, others criticize the concept as too blurred, threatening to become a new
buzzword that everyone can agree on, but no one knows what it means (van der Have and
Rubalcaba, 2016; Pol and Ville, 2009). Although the concept of social innovation suggests that
innovation processes must be undertaken by collectives and not individuals (Neumeier, 2012),
it is not clear who should or can steer such processes in rural areas. According to Bock (2016),
the increasing use of the term in politics can also be understood as an attempt by the public
sector to shift responsibility for rural development to civil society, selling it as a "new
opportunity for citizens' initiatives" that become a panacea for moving rural development
forward. Another unresolved controversy is whether social innovation, due to its endogenous
nature, can be promoted through policies at all (Neumeier, 2017; Butkevičienė, 2009).

Responding to such criticism, researchers are becoming increasingly specific in their studies.
Nicholls and Dees (2015) propose a concept that distinguishes between the processes and
outcomes of social innovation as well as differentiating between analyses at the micro, meso
or macro scales. While the outcome perspective is preferred by policymakers, such as by the
European Union (van der Have and Rubalcaba, 2016), some scholars are examining the
process dimension (Neumeier, 2017), while others are just beginning to collect empirical
knowledge (Noack and Federwisch, 2019; Figueiredo and Franco, 2018). Neumeier (2017) has
formulated four criteria for identifying successful social innovations: they should be
"innovative in terms of user, context or application" but also "more effective than existing
alternatives,” "offer long-term solutions" and "be adopted beyond the original group/network
that developed them.”

We propose that, unlike many other concepts, social innovation enables the study of
innovation in rural-development contexts. First, it acknowledges the importance of new or
other actors in the innovation process (Bock, 2012), whereas innovation models mostly focus
on R&D departments, private start-ups or universities as innovation actors. Second, the social
innovation approach has a strong component of collective action, which, in the absence of
markets, appears to be an essential resource for promoting innovation in rural areas (Phillips
et al., 2015). While this does not answer the question regarding who should be responsible
for innovation in support of rural development, it underlines that innovation might also be a
community task. Third, social innovation has a normative component, namely the goal of
creating social benefits in local communities (Nicholls and Dees, 2015). Overall, the concept
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of social innovation can facilitate innovation research by bringing it closer to typical ruraldevelopment contexts and offering potential solutions for their dilemmas.

Figure 7 Analytical Framework of Social Innovation Governance (adapted from Borrás and
Edler J. (2014))

As the dilemmas of rural development show, there is not only a lack of concepts for describing
innovation in rural communities but also a need for analytical frameworks for expanding
knowledge in the field of social innovation research. To contribute to the literature on social
innovation, we introduce the concept of governance of change. Whereas Borrás and Edler
(2014) originally focused on generally improving knowledge in the socio-technical innovation
literature by incorporating three pillars – agent and opportunity structures, instruments and
legitimacy – into their conceptual framework13, we argue that focusing on these three pillars
can also provide an important analytical lens for social innovation research in rural areas
(Figure 7). As Richter (2018), Borrás and Edler (2014) and Lang and Roessl (2011) argue,
governance is exceedingly important for understanding collective action. Regarding the
present context, governance of change is defined as "interaction and coordination of actors
to regulate issues of societal interest" (Borrás and Edler, 2014).

13

Borrás and Edler (2014) presented this analytical framework in 2014 in their book "The Governance of Socio-Technical
Systems: Explaining Change.“ They argued that these "three pillars together provide a comprehensive view of the central
governance-related research question" and have never before been analysed together, although each of these pillars can
be separately found in the literature.
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The three pillars are defined as follows: The first pillar combines capable agents and
opportunity structures into one dimension, since opportunities do not generate change by
itself but, rather, must be recognised, accepted and realised by capable agents (Borrás and
Edler, 2014). The second pillar – instruments – is related to questions regarding the "how" of
governance. Borrás and Edler (2014) define governance instruments as mechanisms that
drive collective action to achieve specific goals, including both policy instruments and
"instruments of social actors,” depending on who designs them. The third pillar – legitimacy
– is associated with degrees of acceptance along the actor chains that comprise social
innovation processes and whether relevant communities support and participate within them
(Borrás and Edler, 2014).

3.4 Methods
3.4.1 The Notion of the Community Cooperative for the Study of Social Innovation Governance
Globally, the cooperative business model has a long history in rural areas. Defined as
"autonomous associations of people who voluntarily join together to meet their common
economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly managed and
democratically controlled enterprise" (ICA, 2019), cooperatives are a traditional concept
combining elements of co-ownership and participation with a business model, encompassing
risk and financial bundling mechanisms. Agricultural cooperatives are considered to link rural
actors with markets and knowledge networks (Münkner, 2012; Birchall and Simmons, 2009;
Bonus, 1986).

While traditional cooperatives have generally been in decline worldwide in recent years
(Huybrechts and Mertens, 2014), since the 1970s there has been an increase in the number
of social enterprises, such as social or community cooperatives, which, because of their
control mechanisms and democratic principles, are similar to traditional cooperatives but are
not conceptualized to meet the needs of their members but, rather, pursue general social or
environmental objectives (Defourny and Nyssens, 2016; Somerville, 2007). Such social
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enterprises14 are, therefore, considered particularly interesting within the context of social
innovation research, since they not only practice collective action but also seek to fulfil the
social needs of a wider community.

Although no generally accepted and clear definition of the term community cooperative exists
yet (Somerville and McElwee, 2011; Lang, 2012; Lang and Roessl, 2011), the term is not new
and has primarily been used to describe a social cooperative that operates in a particular
geographic place, such as a rural municipality (Storey, 1980). Community cooperatives are
found in a number of areas, with Lang and Roessl (2011) noting, for example, that in Austria
and Germany they provide services and amenities in neighborhoods, such as shops,
recreational facilities, or cafes. Meanwhile, with the involvement of experts from different
European countries, Huybrechts and Mertens (2014) discuss the role of renewable energy
cooperatives as community cooperatives, due to their positive collective externalities, and
Lorendahl (1996) describes the development of community cooperatives in Sweden, which
operate in areas traditionally belonging to the public sector, such as child and health care.

Focusing on community cooperatives through an innovation lens, Somerville and McElwee
(2011) propose that, in contrast to traditional cooperatives, community cooperatives have
loose social networks, which can make it easier for them to bridge to external stakeholder
knowledge. In addition, Lang and Roessl (2011) point out the ability of community
cooperatives to allocate various resources. Thus, we hold that, due to their past endeavours
in rural areas, their principle of collective action and pursuit of social objectives, community
cooperatives are suited for investigating social innovation governance in rural areas.

14 Defourny

and Nyssens (2016) refer to these social enterprises as "social cooperative-like enterprises,” referring to the fact
that not all countries have a legal framework for these cooperatives or that there are groups that they refer to as cooperatives
for other reasons.
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3.4.2 Case Background and Context
Germany is a country with cooperative organisations covering all economic sectors and
regions. Today there are around 6,000 cooperatives in Germany with 22 million members,
making cooperatives the country’s largest business model in terms of membership (DGRV,
2019).

Traditionally, German cooperatives catered to the typical service needs of rural areas:
agricultural supply and storage, rural financial services, processing and marketing of
agricultural products. With increasing agricultural productivity and an overall shrinking role
for agriculture in the German economy, structural change in agriculture and rural finance
became widespread (OECD, 2014; Wieg, 2014). Although the total number of cooperatives
declined, their size increased. Furthermore, beginning in the 1990s, the number of newly
founded cooperatives fell continuously to around 30 per year (DGRV, 2019; Haunstein and
Thürling, 2017).

In 2006, Germany reformed its cooperative law, which now allowed the establishment of
cooperatives that pursue not only economic but also cultural and social objectives.
Furthermore, the government programme for the promotion of renewable energies seemed
to increase the number of cooperatives. Between 2006 and 2018, some 2,400 cooperatives
were founded in various sectors - the largest increase since the 1960s (Thürling, 2019;
Haunstein and Thürling, 2017).

3.4.3 Case Selection and Analysis
Taking a qualitative and explorative approach, the present study seeks to gain new empirical
evidence for understanding social innovation processes by analysing community
cooperatives. Prior to conducting our field study, our research design was reviewed through
interviews with two experts from two different cooperative umbrella organisations in
Germany and one expert with a rural development policy background in Germany.
Responding to recent calls in the social innovation and social enterprise literature for more
comparative empirical studies (Steiner and Teasdale, 2019; Bauwens and Defourny, 2017;
Mazzei, 2017), our aim was to compare different projects in order to identify social innovation
process patterns that go beyond individual enterprises.
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In this context, however, it was considered important to keep certain political and legal
frameworks the same to allow for better comparability between cases. Therefore, only
registered cooperatives in Germany were selected for this study. Selection of rural regions
was made according to the definition of the Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban
Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR, 2019)15. Applying this definition, we examined the
German new cooperative statistics (DZ Bank, 2017). The analysis showed that more than 800
of the 2,400 newly founded cooperatives have been established in rural areas since the
amendment of the law in 2006. In order to avoid too much heterogeneity in terms of widely
different landscapes and policies, four federal states, all of which are predominantly rural,
were selected: Brandenburg, Schleswig-Holstein, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, and
Lower Saxony. This reduced the number of potential case studies from 800 to around 200. In
addition, a media analysis was carried out by examining local newspaper articles and the
internet presence of cooperatives to ensure that the cases selected were regionally based
and followed the interest of not only their members, but of a wider community. Further, cases
were selected by applying Neumeier criteria for successful social innovation (Neumeier,
2017)16. Primary data were collected on four different excursions between August 2018 and
December 2018. According to the Grounded Theory approach, the data were reviewed after
each trip and new cases were selected until the research questions were satisfactorily
answered (Flick, 2017). Finally, 14 community cooperatives in 14 different rural municipalities
were selected for the study (see Table 1). Because of the wide range of community
cooperatives involved in rural development, it was deemed necessary to represent this range
while also examining similar types to see how similar challenges are dealt with in different
communities with different institutional settings and histories (Somerville and McElwee,
2011).

Some community cooperatives were easy to identify as such, while others were more difficult.
For example, the wind cooperative (case 14) could be characterised as working primarily for
the mutual interest of its members because it generates electricity without making it available
to the community, whereas the photovoltaic cooperative (case 13) generates its electricity to
supply public buildings in the community for public use (Bauwens and Defourny, 2017).

15

Except for one case, which, by definition, belongs to an urban area due to an agglomeration of a nearby city. The
cooperative lies outside this agglomeration in a very remote area.
16 According to the definition in 3
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However, because of the positive economic impacts they provide to the rural municipalities
in terms of tax income, job and knowledge creation, as well as environmental impacts, both
were defined as community cooperatives in line with Huybrechts and Mertens (2014) and as
social innovations (Hanisch and Fairbairn, 2017).

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with one or two members of each community
cooperative, usually board members and project initiators, who are considered most
knowledgeable about the processes involved as confirmed by previously interviewed experts.
With participant consent, all interviews were recorded and transcribed for further analysis,
using MAXQDA software for transcripts and coding.

To enhance understanding of rural social innovation processes involving collective action, our
questionnaire consisted of open questions regarding the motivations, perceptions, and roles
of people in the process. It was divided into four categories: general information about the
cooperative, its founding process, current status, and future plans. These categories included
specific questions on the roles of the private and public sectors and civil society. Throughout
the survey and its evaluation, a coding guide was gradually developed based on Grounded
Theory (Flick 2017) with information that appeared repeatedly in the interviews being coded
according to the coding guide in Table 2. As Schumpeter (1934) points out, innovation can be
understood as a new combination of different resources such as human, social and financial
capital (Brunie, 2009; Schultz, 1961). Information that appeared repeatedly in the interviews
was coded. As these were qualitative interviews, exact classification was not always
straightforward, so the categories of social and human capital were merged.
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Table 1 Characteristics of German Case-Study Cooperatives
No.
1

Description
Community centre, village
shop

2
Community house, pub, hotel
3

7

Community house, café
Community swimming pool
Community swimming pool
Elderly care, community
house
E-mobility

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

E-mobility, photovoltaics
Freshwater supply
Local heating grid
Local heating grid
Multi-generation housing
Photovoltaics
Wind power

4
5
6

Cooperative business
Purchase and restoration of privately owned pub. Administration and
leasing of community centre to citizens and establishment of village
shop.
Purchase and restoration of two privately owned buildings. Building
management, with restaurant and hotel run by private tenant.
Renting a building renovated for this purpose by a private owner.
Operation and organisation of café and events for village.
Management and operation of public swimming pool.
Management and operation of public swimming pool.
Initiation and administration of a nursing home and common room for
citizens. Nursing home managed by private tenant.
Negotiations with e-car manufacturers and marketing of various models
to customers.
Development of charging infrastructure for e-cars.
Purchase, maintenance and management of fresh water supply.
Initiation and operation of local heating network.
Initiation and operation of local heating network.
Initiation of construction and leasing of multi-generation housing.
Construction and management of three photovoltaic plants.
Initiation and management of wind turbine.

Foundation
2012

Members
300

Member fee (€)
100

2016

100

2,500

2014

100

100

2009
2012
2013

1,016
1,100
100

50
50
500

2010

430

2013
2003
2012
2011
2009
2014
2015

50
71
60
600
74
50
85

200 + 50 per
year
250
500
2,500
400
500
500
2,500
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Table 2 Codes and Definitions for Actors and Resources Developed During Post-Interview Analysis

Actors in the social-innovation process
Public actors
Village heads, politicians
Private actors
Civil Society

Own enterprises that profit from cooperative projects
People living in the community, engaging in projects without
financial incentives
Resource allocation in the social innovation process
Initiation
Actors initiating social innovation processes
Human and
Actor supporting social innovation process by sharing their
social capital
experience, knowledge and connecting people with each other,
sharing their networks
Financial capital Actors supporting social innovation processes with financial
resources
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3.5 Results and Discussion
While the promotion of innovation by governments is a popular strategy for strengthening
economic growth, the decline of local infrastructure in many rural areas indicates that
national innovation strategies do not necessarily lead to rural development. In this context,
the concept of social innovation has recently been promoted, serving as a basis for the
present empirical study. Social innovation focuses on collective action to satisfy social needs,
which we have investigated via community cooperatives established in Germany in recent
years (Table 1). The results of our cross-case analysis are presented in Table 3, and further
presented along the research questions.

3.5.1 Applying the Social Innovation Governance Framework
As explained above, in this paper we apply the framework proposed by Borrás and Edler
(2014), which intends to contribute to the analysis of the "central 'governance' related
research question of system change" (Borrás and Edler, 2014), by identifying "who and what
drives change,” "how change is influenced" and "why it is accepted.” As mentioned in the
literature review, this framework is considered appropriate for this study context, as it enables
examination of the dilemmas of rural development, which are defined in this study along two
dimensions. First, policies intended to trigger innovation are usually not sufficiently separated
into those aimed at national economic growth and those seeking to provide public services in
rural communities (Bock, 2016; Moulaert and Sekia, 2003), revealing a gap with respect to the
question of "how change is influenced". Secondly, the incentive structures and responsibilities
for innovation in rural areas are largely unclear (Dargan and Shucksmith, 2008), indicating a
need to examine who and what drives change in rural social innovation processes. Finally,
whether social innovations are accepted is seen as an important factor for fostering rural
development, because they are likely to take over tasks related to the public interest and,
hence, should be democratically legitimised in some way.
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Table 3 Cross-Case Comparison: Linking Actors and Resources (tables 1 and 2) to Community Cooperatives (M = maintenance, NE = newly
established, + = one person represents several sectors)
No.
1

Description
Community
centre, village
shop (M)

Driver of social innovation
Demand: owner died,
dilapidated building for sale, last
pub in village, fear of conversion

Process initiation
Civil society (Head of
community club, retired)

2

Community
house, hotel
(M)

Demand: owner died, building
for sale, offer made for hotel,
fear of losing cultural meeting
place

Civil society + Public sector
(Member of local and
regional government +
personal history)

3

Community
house, café
(NE)

Opportunity: local newspaper
article about informational
event regarding national funding
project Land.Zukunft

Civil society (people from
municipality that
coincidently met at
information event)

4

Community
Demand: municipality had to
swimming pool close swimming pool, people
(M)
wanted to swim

Civil society (people
strongly connected to
swimming pool)

5

Community
Demand: municipality had to
swimming pool close swimming pool, citizens
(M)
wanted place where children
could learn to swim

Civil society
(Head of swimming club)

Human and Social capital
Public sector (recommended
information event, mayor
shared his network)
Civil society (group of experts)
Public sector (shared network,
LEADER application)
Civil society (experts, circle of
friends and supporter)

Financial capital
Civil society(membership fees, rent)
Private sector (bank loan, membership
fees)
Public sector (municipality,LEADER)
Civil society (membership fees, rent)
Private sector (membership fee, bank
loan)
Public sector (LEADER, municipality)

Civil society (Core group of
experts with network)
Private sector (use of public
funds for the maintenance of
a building for the cooperative)
Public sector (support due to
school swimming by the
district government)
Civil society (expert group and
supporters)
Civil society (expert group and
supporters)

Civil society (membership fees, café
income)
Public sector (funding programme for
investor)
Civil society (membership fees)
Private sector (membership fees, bank
loan)
Public sector (EU funds, national funds,
municipal funds)
Civil society (membership and entry
fees, donations)
Private sector (membership fees,
donations, regional foundations)
Public sector (municipal funds)
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6

Elderly care,
community
house
(NE)

Opportunity: fire ruined centre
of village, Land.Zukunft funding
programme, need for new
nursing home

Private sector + Public
sector (Deputy mayor and
director of nursing home)

Private sector
(entrepreneurial knowledge,
external architect)
Public sector
(trust and network)

Public sector (membership fees, loans,
tax money for renewable energies from
neighbouring villages, Land.Zukunft
support programme)
Private sector (bank loan, membership
fees)
Civil society (membership fees)
Private sector (membership fees)
Public sector (taxpayer money from
renewable energy production)
Civil society (membership fees)

7

E-mobility
(NE)

Opportunity: regional event for
renewable energy, on-site use of
renewable energy

Private sector (actors from
renewable energies)

Private sector (networking,
consulting, selling e-cars)

8

E-mobility
(NE)

Opportunity: desire to support
regional development, met
important politician at right time

Civil society (two young
people initiated exhibition
and met like-minded
people)

Civil society (built up a
network, continued to
educate themselves)

Civil society (membership fees)
Private sector (membership fees,
joint investment, bank credit)
Public sector (LEADER, EFRE)

9

Freshwater
supply
(M)

Civil society (committed
local citizen)

Civil society (expert group)

10

Local heating
grid, power
plant (NE)

Demand: public water network
to be sold, fear of decreasing
water quality and increasing
prices
Opportunity: private biogas
plant with excess heat

Public + private Sector
(mayor and owner of
biogas plant)

11

Local heating
grid, power
plant (NE)

Opportunity: two private biogas
plants

Public sector (major),
Private sector (head of local
bank)

Civil society (regional
bioenergetic villages network)
Private sector (expert
knowledge)
Public sector (trust and
network)
Private sector (technical
expertise)

Civil society (membership fees,
connection costs)
Public sector (outstanding investments,
public funds)
Civil society (membership fees,
connection costs)
Public sector (regional government,
public bank loan)
Civil society (membership fees,
connection costs)
Private sector (bank loan)
Public sector (funding projects)
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12

Multigeneration
housing (NE)

Opportunity: free feasibility
study

Civil society (local
environmental initiative)

Private sector (external
project manager)
Civil society (core groups of
experts)

13

Photovoltaics
(NE)

Opportunity: local climate goals,
desire to participate

Public sector + Private
sector (local government
member + renewableenergy system planner)

Private sector (expert)
Civil society (core groups of
experts)

14

Wind power
(NE)

Opportunity: state politician
looking for pilot project

Civil society (retired, former
head of local bank, founder
of photovoltaics
cooperative)

Private sector (wind plant
company)
Civil society (core groups of
experts)

Civil society (membership fees, rent)
Private sector (donations, coownership)
Public sector (promotional
programmes, bank loans)
Civil society (membership fees)
Public sector (membership fees, bank
loan)
Public sector (funding, membership
fees)
Civil society (membership fees)
Public sector (bank loan, funding)
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3.5.1.1 Who Initiates and What Motivates Social Innovation Processes?
Given the gaps in the innovation literature and absence of empirical knowledge regarding who
is capable of initiating social innovation processes in rural areas, our interviews focused
especially on this subject. Private, public, and civil-society actors were analysed separately, as
detailed in Table 3 and summarised in Figure 8. Since it became clear from the initial
interviews that one person can embody several positions, detailed definitions for each role
were formulated (see Table 2).

Figure 8 Interaction Between Actor Groups Involved in Community Cooperatives on the Local
Scale (numbers refer to cases presented in tables 1 and 3)

Our case-study comparison shows that, on its own, local government typically lacks the ability
to initiate social innovation processes (see Figure 8a). Depending on the relationships
between different actors, local government has even been described as a burden that
functions inefficiently. To illustrate this, one interview respondent explained that he was able
to implement the project he was involved in despite the local government, while another
replied that his cooperative advised the local government on how to apply for funding.
Nevertheless, most community cooperative representatives agreed that, from the outset, it
was important to integrate local government into their projects, as they had to work together
with and rely on government support. Generally, the public sector is considered an important
actor in innovation policy (Eder, 2019), but its role in social innovation appears to be diverse
and requires differentiation into different scales.
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According to Figure 8a, the private sector appears to be more capable of initiating social
innovation than the public sector but less so than civil society. Some projects were most likely
initiated by the private sector because the involved actors benefited from them and were able
to improve their livelihoods. Our results suggest that private actors in rural areas who are
involved in activities especially connected to rural areas are also more likely to develop ideas
relevant to their own areas of business. They also have additional knowledge channels that
could trigger entrepreneurship. Case 10 illustrates this: hearing about the possibility of a
biogas plant that could also provide heat for the community might be more likely if an
entrepreneur is working in the agricultural sector or already owns a biogas plant. Similar
patterns were observed in six of the 14 cases. This would mean that participatory governance
and traditional entrepreneurship, in which individuals become creative for their own benefit,
as defined by Schumpeter, are not mutually exclusive, as Richter (2018) proposes. Richter
(2018) examines different types of social enterprises and distinguishes between the
behaviour of internal and external stakeholders when it comes to generating ideas within the
established company, from which he concludes that "the innovative power of the company
no longer depends on the innovative spirit of an individual entrepreneur" (Richter, 2018).

However, if we look at the entire social innovation process in a rural community – which in
the present study starts with the process of initial idea generation and includes the
establishment of a cooperative up to the successful implementation of its project(s) – it seems
that idea generation usually does come from one person, often a private actor, who may have
additional incentives to pass that idea on to a larger group, which then initiates the
participatory governance process that is crucial to designating the innovation as a social one.

Concerning civil society in rural communities, our results suggest that most social innovations
were initiated, managed and financed by local civil society actors, as shown in Figure 8,
underlining the strongly endogenous nature of rural social innovation processes (Bock, 2016),
on one hand, and the need to integrate civil society into rural development policies on the
other. However, initiating projects does not directly lead to successful social innovation, as
only two civil-society-led projects succeeded in managing the process alone, without strong
links to local government or the private sector. These empirical results seem to support claims
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that "the most creative action takes place at the borders between sectors" (Murray et al.,
2010).

The case studies investigated here indicate that a variety of opportunity structures affect
actor constellations, processes, and outputs. In the sample, two different types of community
cooperatives were identified as resulting from different opportunity structures: 1) projects
aimed at building new infrastructure, such as nursing homes for the elderly, renewable energy
projects, or multi-generational housing, and 2) projects aimed at maintaining existing
infrastructure, such as swimming pools and community pubs. Projects initiated to maintain
infrastructure were often initiated due to local emergencies that led to high demand for social
innovation (Table 3). Meanwhile, social innovation leading to the establishment of new
infrastructure tends to have a different kind of driver, referred to as an opportunity-oriented
social innovation, which is directly linked to instruments of social innovation governance.

Focusing on these different opportunity structures and linking them to capable actors
indicates that private actors seem to be more capable of initiating opportunity-driven social
innovation but are more likely to support demand-driven social innovation financially or with
human and social capital (Figure 8). Depending on the nature of the required social
innovation, different actors may steer the process. In the opportunity-driven processes,
private and public actors who managed to integrate actors from civil society usually initiated
the project. Demand-led projects were all initiated by civil society, which in turn integrated
actors from the private and public sectors. These findings are likely to be important when
developing policies aimed at social innovation in rural areas, as they can help in creating
different incentives for different actors and potentially moving significantly closer to solving
rural development dilemmas. By applying the social innovation governance framework, we
have been able to show that, although current studies distinguish between social innovation
processes and outputs (Nicholls and Dees, 2015), social innovation research has, thus far, not
sufficiently considered the opportunity structures that trigger the emergence of such
processes.
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3.5.1.2 What Instruments Enable Social Innovations?
The social innovations that have established infrastructure in the rural areas investigated here
have been influenced by instruments such as policies. For instance, the energy cooperatives
studied were mostly initiated under the Renewable Energy Sources Act, which allowed local
action groups to participate in energy-system transformation. Land.Zukunft and LEADER –
rural funding programmes of the German and EU governments – were also mentioned in
several cases as incentive for social innovation. Case 3, for example, reported that the
initiative was conceived because several citizens happened to meet at an information event
held by a funding programme. Even if this is only one instance, it shows that social innovation
can be triggered by top-down policies. Indeed, we found that almost all of the studied
community cooperatives depend on public funds, which is supported by the study results of
Lang and Roessl (2011) and Defourny and Nyssens (2016), emphasising the ability of social
enterprises to accumulate various financial resources, which has not yet been linked
sufficiently to the social innovation context. This link is interesting because social innovation
researchers have questioned whether there can and should be instruments set in place for
triggering social innovation. Neumeier (2017), for example, doubts the effectiveness of topdown methods for promoting social innovation processes, due to the endogenous character
of social innovation, and Bock (2016) asks whether the promotion of social innovations is not
just an attempt by politicians to assign tasks to civil society that should actually be assumed
by the state.

In addition to political instruments, Borrás and Edler (2014) mention the existence of social
instruments, which are dependent on who introduces them. We argue that community
cooperatives embody a social instrument that can be used by capable actors to promote social
or environmental goals in their communities. Previously, private- and public-sector actors had
been performing services to maintain a certain quality of life in rural municipalities, but have
recently been failing to properly deliver such services, creating new markets for different
forms of organisation, such as community cooperatives (Table 1 and 3). In most cases,
respondents opined that cooperatives are more efficient than their local government. They
were also said to have more knowledge, because they include people from different
backgrounds, with different specialised capacities when it comes to social, human and
financial resources and time, jointly working for one goal. Thus, the community cooperative
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is seen as an instrument employed by the initiators to achieve social innovation processes at
the local level. It combines formalisation of collective action, which makes it possible to do
business, provides an identity to involved actors, and embodies a democratic system in the
community.

3.5.1.3 How are Social Innovation Processes Legitimised?
Our results suggest that private actors seem to initiate projects that address not only the
social or environmental needs of the community but also individual needs. On the one hand,
such behaviour might be difficult to legitimise because one member of the community
benefits more than others, while, on the other hand, it might be legitimisable because the
private actor takes more risk than other cooperative members who voluntarily provides their
human capital while having other sources of income. If we focus on collective action, as shown
in Figure 8b compared to 2c, it can also be argued that private actors rely on financial
resources provided by civil society and the public sector. However, this indicates that they
must earn and maintain public trust, which can be seen as a legitimising mechanism while, at
the same time, perhaps steering private actors away from opportunism through the
democratic control mechanisms of the cooperative.

Similar to Richter (2018), our findings suggest that social enterprises such as community
cooperatives are capable of “develop[ing] innovative solution[s] to social challenges”.
However, by investigating the whole social innovation process, we have found that most of
the time idea generation occurs prior to the foundation of a community cooperative. As
Neumeier (2017) and Lorendahl (1996) have indicated, most of the time there is a small active
group of people developing a concept for social innovation who then depend upon others to
evaluate, improve and legitimise their project idea. Hence, our findings suggest that, next to
such active participants, passive membership is also important, such as those who support
projects by just being members and contributing financial capital, showing support for their
community. This support group was considered essential, primarily because most projects
required a certain number of members and capital to get in gear. Thus, the founding event of
a cooperative was not just another step but, rather, was described as a very emotional
process, which was decisive for its success. Second, such actors can fulfil a need for
legitimation from their community by joining its cooperative, which implies they trust that the
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core group can do a good job, which was also reported as motivating and instilling a sense of
duty to move on with the next stage. Respondents often reported that they felt overwhelmed
when they realised just how committed people were to their project.

3.6 Conclusions
The declining public infrastructure and quality of life in many rural areas is challenging the
national innovation policies of many European and non-European countries. We have argued
that the pursuit of economic growth, patents and scientific output at the national level leads
to neglect of rural regions. As one possible solution to this problem, the concept of social
innovation, due to its focus on collective action and the output of social goods, may be able
to close this gap by enabling identification and promotion of innovative processes in rural
areas that can maintain or establish new infrastructure.

To facilitate the identification and investigation of such innovative processes, we have
introduced the governance of change framework, established by Borrás and Edler (2014)
within the social-technical literature, and applied it as an analytical framework for the study
of social innovation governance. Supported by its three pillars (1. agent and opportunity
structure, 2. instruments, 3. legitimacy), we have formulated research questions for our
empirical analysis, asking who and what enables social innovation processes in rural areas,
how these processes are enabled and whether they are sufficiently legitimised.

Our investigation of actors capable of facilitating social innovation to solve the dilemmas of
rural development has revealed that different types of social innovation processes are likely
to be triggered by different opportunity structures. Those that maintain infrastructure often
arise from local emergencies and seem to be initiated primarily by civil society actors.
Meanwhile, those that build new infrastructure are driven by emerging public sector
programmes, which appear to be initiated primarily by private actors who often also hold
political positions in the community. While civil society entrepreneurs seem to be capable of
initiating social innovation processes due to their social capital, the capabilities of private
entrepreneurs can generally be attributed to their own economic incentives and the human
capital they can offer a project. However, both processes show that the success of social
innovation usually involves collective action between private, public and civil actors. These
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findings show how important it is to distinguish between various opportunity structures when
considering rural innovation policy, which we recommend should be combined with social
innovation policy in the future.

Regarding the question of what kinds of instruments can best promote social innovation in
rural areas, we have found that rural actors are capable of using public funds for their own
purposes, which has been doubted by some authors. Rural entrepreneurs also create their
own instruments, which Boras and Edler consider to be social instruments, such as in our case
establishment of community cooperatives. In most cases studied here, social entrepreneurs
already had an idea, but they were dependent on the trust and money of the community to
continue their project. In this context, community cooperatives not only serve as an
instrument for formalised collective action but tend to legitimise this action and curb the
opportunism of private entrepreneurs.

Some limitations should be noted. Although our proposed framework seems generally
suitable for our chosen context, we are aware that this article represents only initial steps in
this direction. Each of the pillars need to be developed further with reference to rural contexts
and already have been discussed in similar contexts, such as Richter (2018) focusing on
participatory governance and Huybrechts and Mertens (2014) introducing different types of
legitimacy within the social enterprise literature. In order to increase comparability, our study
was limited to community cooperatives in Germany. However, in many countries there are
now also legal foundations that allow or even promote the establishment of similarly
operating social enterprises, so our results may be interesting for these areas. Furthermore,
many social enterprises act similarly, and the study does not only look at governance within
the cooperative but focuses on the whole community. Thus, the study also gains importance
for countries without cooperative history and laws. Another point worth mentioning is that
our study presents results from a large number of projects, but our explorative research
approach does not allow for precise systematic comparison such as qualitative comparative
analysis. In order to evaluate long-term innovation strategies in such rural areas, quantitative
and mixed-method research is needed to verify the assumptions made in this paper.
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Nevertheless, we feel that the results of this study have a number of important implications
for future research and practice. First, the study underlines that researchers working within
different areas should network more closely to learn from each other. This is especially true
of Richter’s (2018) appeal to make the topic of social innovation more prominent within the
social enterprise literature. In addition, there should be more empirical research on social
innovation in rural areas, as it can be assumed that urban enterprises can also learn from
these mechanisms. A key insight from our study is that public support for rural development
should be decoupled from national innovation policies, as existing instruments have been
generally ineffective and hard for actors to access. New efforts towards bolstering rural
development should distinguish between different social innovation dynamics, critically
examine the benefits for each community and, in any case, be more flexible and accessible
for public actors as well as for private and civil society actors.
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Abstract

Renewable energy community co-operatives (RECCs) are early adopters of technical
knowledge which can foster sustainable energy transition and collective action, create local
value, and are seen as relevant for increasing the adoption and achievement of climatemitigation goals and measures. However, the question of how to successfully foster RECCs
and the role of subnational governments in doing so has not been adequately explored. A
conceptual framework was developed to address this gap and potential opportunities for
renewable energy transition that goes beyond typical policy evaluation strategies and focuses
on the interaction between actor level, legitimacy and governance instruments. A qualitative
comparative analysis covering all sixteen German federal states was conducted and
supplemented by a cartographic evaluation of the founding activities of RECCs between 2007
and 2016. The case of Germany reveals that success conditions for RECCs can also be
identified at a subnational level, namely, an interplay of legitimacy and renewable energy
policy goals. This study provides new insights into the dynamics and governance of the
community energy transition and offers important guidance for countries and subnational
governments seeking to push it forward.

Keywords: cognitive legitimacy, co-operatives, fuzzy set, policy analysis, qualitative
comparative analysis, renewable energy transition, rural development, sustainable innovation
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4.1 Introduction
The energy sector is one of the most important economic sectors in most countries
(Streimikiene and Mikalauskiene, 2016). It is not only highly politicised and linked to the
economic well-being of a state but also important in terms of its impacts on the environment
and climate (Balthasar et al., 2020). In an effort to build independent, stable, and sustainable
power and heat grids, national governments around the world are facing increasing pressure
to find more efficient ways to promote the transition to renewable energy (IPCC, 2021;
Pruditsch, 2017). Answering this pressure, two important topics have not yet been sufficiently
studied: firstly, how to enrol actor-specific policies successfully and secondly, the role of
subnational governments (Mazzei, 2017; Pohlmann, 2019; Schmid et al., 2020).

Renewable energy communities were found to be of particular interest (Herbes et al., 2017;
Huybrechts and Mertens, 2014; Mignon and Rüdinger, 2016; Schmid et al., 2020) because,
compared to large energy companies, they have been found to provide several advantages,
especially “lower transmission and distribution costs, citizen participation, local economic
development, lower grid losses, more efficient data management systems and a greater share
of carbon-free technologies” (Bauwens et al., 2016, p. 136). Renewable energy communities
are seen as an important pillar for a sustainable energy transition, as they create jobs,
promote collective action among different groups of actors and strengthen civil society, and
can, thus, provide a balance between structurally weak and strong regions, as they also
generate important tax revenues for municipalities (Bauwens, 2016; Meister et al., 2020;
trend:research, 2013). Coady and Duequette (2021), studying renewable energy communities
in rural Canada, have, in fact, indicated their economic and ecological efficiency. Because of
these benefits, renewable energy communities are seen as not only early adopters of
technical knowledge but also having great potential to bridge the infrastructural disparity
between urban and rural areas (Bauwens and Defourny, 2017; Lacey-Barnacle, 2020; Martens
et al., 2020). In addition, the European Union (EU) sent a clear signal in favour of actor-specific
policies by establishing binding strategies for member states to establish renewable citizen
and community energy frameworks by 202119 (Frieden et al., 2020; Ruggiero et al., 2021;
Sokołowski, 2020).

19

It should be noted that the unit of analysis of this article deals exclusively with the organizational forms of the renewable
energy community enshrined in EU law, as defined in EU Directive 2018/2001 (Renewable Energy Directive).
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Despite these facts, implementing efficient policies to foster renewable energy communities
seems to be challenging, especially for subnational governments (Candelise and Ruggieri,
2020; Creamer et al., 2018; Frieden et al., 2020; Fuentes González et al., 2019; Mirzania et al.,
2019; Ruggiero et al., 2021). The existing literature has already demonstrated that national
renewable energy policy can impact renewable energy communities (Bechberger et al., 2003;
Holstenkamp and Radtke, 2018; Kahla et al., 2017; Pruditsch, 2017; Yildiz et al., 2015) and that
the municipality level is an important arena for its proponents (Lutz et al., 2017; Martens et
al., 2020; Schmid et al., 2020), whereas Cowell et al. (2017) and Sharma et al. (2021) consider
the role of the subnational level to be under-researched. Exemplarily, Wurster and Hagemann
(2018) investigated general success conditions for renewable energy transition in Germany
and Austria, while not distinguishing between different actors, Stadelmann-Steffen et al.
(2020) studied the policy impact on small hydro power in the Swiss Cantons and indicated the
hampering role of the subnational level (Stadelmann-Steffen et al., 2020), and a number of
studies have argued that subnational levels are of importance to foster renewable energy
communities (Balthasar et al., 2020; Meister et al., 2020; Schmid et al., 2020; Sharma et al.,
2021). It is argued that subnational governments would have the ability to influence and steer
important topics linked to the renewable energy transition, such as the availability of land
(Wolsink, 2018). They are assumed to be important key actors in ensuring energy and
landscape justice within their subnational entities (Breukers and Wolsink, 2007; Wolsink,
2018), while also having the potential to act as intermediary actors between national and local
needs (Creamer et al., 2018; Schmid et al., 2020).

The case of Germany in this context is interesting because Germany consists of 16 federal
states and has experienced a large growth in RECCs in the first decade of the 21th century
(Kahla et al., 2017; Kalkbrenner and Roosen, 2016; Punt et al., 2021; Thürling, 2019). While
the term ‘renewable energy community’ concerns many different legal forms (Holstenkamp,
2012; Mirzania et al., 2019) and critical voices arise for a few forms arguing that the add-on

Not to be confused with the Citizen Energy Community enshrined in EU Directive 2019/944 (Electricity Directive), which
differs from the Renewable Energy Community in, among other things, that the members of the Renewable Energy
Community must be located in the proximity of the renewable energy project, while the members of the Citizen Energy
Community do not have this requirement. Citizen energy community are also suitable for larger companies with a broader
portfolio, such as efficiency or charging services (REScoops 2019; Sokołowski 2020).
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‘community’ does not directly entail improved democratic or progressive structures (Berka
and Creamer, 2018; Creamer et al., 2018), this study focuses on renewable energy
communities that have chosen the legal form of co-operatives. While RECCs are not without
criticism (Berka and Creamer, 2018; Mignon and Rüdinger, 2016), they are the most popular
form of renewable energy communities, allow for a better comparability, and are seen as
especially promising to study how collective action and democratic structures at the
community level can be fostered that aim for economic goals but also for social and ecologic
motives (Candelise and Ruggieri, 2020; Herbes et al., 2017; Punt et al., 2021; Wierling et al.,
2021). Kahla et al. (2017) found that over 80 % of the renewable energy cooperatives in
Germany are located in only five out of the sixteen federal states, which creates a window of
opportunity to investigate the question: what subnational success conditions foster RECCs?

This article is structured as follows. Firstly, it presents an analytical framework. The German
case is then presented along with the study design, including sections on the fuzzy-set
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) method, incorporating analysis of RECC foundation
statistics, a geographic information system analysis and expert interviews. After presenting
and discussing the results, findings will be summarised and policy recommendations derived.

4.2 Analytical Framework
This study aims to improve the understanding of what influences the subnational level can
have in promoting democratic and social enterprises, such as RECCs. In other words, this study
examines the impact that institutional settings, such as rules and geographic location, might
have on RECCs and, therefore, assumes that the latter act depending on these settings
(Breukers and Wolsink, 2007; Dermont et al., 2017; Hansen, 2021; Mignon and Rüdinger,
2016). In this context, Borras and Edler’s (2014) analytical framework for explaining
sociotechnical change was selected because it focuses on, firstly, the role and interaction of
the actor and its opportunity structure – in this case, RECCs within their subnational units;
secondly, the role of policy instruments; and, thirdly, the role of legitimacy in explaining
sociotechnical change.

There has been little discussion of these elements in a conceptual framework to date (Borrás
and Edler, 2014), although studies suggest that there is an interdependence between them
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(Pohlmann, 2019). Studies examining the development of renewable energy in the United
Kingdom and Germany, for example, have found that the uptake of distributed renewable
energy generation is related directly to the support mechanisms of national governments
(Mignon and Rüdinger, 2016; Sayner et al., 2015). In addition, Mirzania et al. (2019) and Yildiz
et al. (2015) pointed out that the ability of RECCs to reinvent themselves depends heavily on
national regulations, while Punt et al. (2021) and Creamer et al. (2018) found that
organisational form and spatial identity influence the legitimacy of the energy transition
greatly. Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.3 discuss each pillar of the conceptual framework in more detail.

4.2.1 Characteristics of RECCs
The RECCs are social innovations that embody the capacity of entrepreneurs to collectively
adopt and implement new knowledge (Borrás and Edler, 2014; Klagge et al., 2016; Martens
et al., 2020). This ability to transform new knowledge into innovations depends not only on
individual processes but also on contextual circumstances, such as government instruments
(see 2.2) and legitimacy (see 2.3) (Borrás and Edler, 2014; Huybrechts and Mertens, 2014;
Meister et al., 2020; Schmid et al., 2020). As many studies have already examined incentives
to invest or start RECCs at the organisational and individual levels (Bauwens et al., 2016;
Bauwens and Defourny, 2017; Martens et al., 2020), the present study is focused on whether
contextual circumstances can foster RECCs, which requires an understanding of the latter’s
characteristics.

The RECCs can be examined from different perspectives. Firstly, this model is a type of cooperative, defined by the International Cooperative Alliance as “an autonomous association
of individuals who voluntarily join together to meet their common economic, social and
cultural needs and aspirations through a company under common ownership and democratic
control” (ICA, 2019). This definition reveals the strong collective action and empowerment
characteristics of co-operative entrepreneurs, which distinguish them from the
entrepreneurs of other business types. Co-operatives are intended to serve the interests of
their members, rather than external shareholders, and each member usually has an equal
share of the vote, regardless of the capital contributed. However, RECCs need to be
distinguished from the traditional co-operative model, as generated products (energy and
heat) are often not only consumed by their members but are also made available to a broader
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community (Defourny and Nyssens, 2016; Holstenkamp, 2012; Mori, 2014). Additionally,
RECCs can be considered to be sustainable enterprises, as they generally invest in climatefriendly infrastructure and support other businesses and public facilities, thus, meeting the
needs of a wider community in a sustainable manner (Martens et al., 2020). Huybrechts and
Mertens (2014) emphasise that RECCs provide a “quasi-public good”, in the sense that they
not only promote renewable energy consumption in their communities but also encourage
energy conservation, which is quite different from how normal for-profit energy companies
operate, as this would reduce their revenue (Markantoni, 2016; Rotmans et al., 2001). In
terms of financial resources, unlike other renewable energy entities, RECCs often depend on
various sources of income, so, attracting members and their capital is critical for obtaining
bank loans (Lang and Roessl, 2011). The success of RECCs is, therefore, often related to their
ability to attract citizens in local communities (Martens et al., 2020).

The topic of energy transition is generally complex (Lang and Roessl, 2011; Wurster and
Hagemann, 2018), thus, it seems unlikely that RECCs can be explained by only one condition
or factor. However, for the purposes of the present study, the overview of differences
between organisational forms above – which is far from complete – reveals various key
aspects of the special nature of RECCs, such as their focus on the community, dependence on
collective action, and commitment to achieving not only economic but social and
environmental goals in their community. This implies that all actors involved within renewable
energy production should not be thrown into the same boat when it comes to designing
instruments for supporting renewable energy transition, because they may have different
resources and capabilities and, therefore, be pursuing different incentives. Therefore,
considering the literature mentioned previously, it is claimed that:

H 1: The success of RECCs also depends on contextual conditions. By examining these
contextual conditions, it is possible to explain why multiple subnational areas have a higher
density of RECCs than others.
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4.2.2 Subnational Policy Impacts on RECCs
In considering the policies of subnational governments, the purpose here is to examine what
influence these policies might have on RECCs. In the adapted framework, Borrás and Edler
(2014, p. 24) refer to this part as the “concretization of the general opportunity structures.”
For this study, this means that a concretization of the contextual condition mentioned in H1
takes place.

Reviewing the existing literature, there are two identifiable strands that may support
investigation of the kinds of instruments that might support RECCs. Firstly, a number of
studies have evaluated policies regarding their impacts on subnational renewable energy
development (Lutz et al., 2017; Mignon and Rüdinger, 2016; Stadelmann-Steffen et al., 2020;
Wurster and Hagemann, 2019, 2018), while, secondly, others have investigated the impacts
of policies on social innovation, such as RECCs (Bauwens, 2016; Bock, 2016, 2012; Neumeier,
2017).

The literature on the impact of subnational policies in support of renewable energy expansion
addresses both top-down and bottom-up approaches. Regarding top-down approaches,
several scholars have focused on the subnational level to explain successful renewable energy
transitions. Wurster and Hagemann (2019) and Markantoni (2016), for example, found that
setting goals for renewable energy expansion positively influences renewable energy
production in general. Meanwhile, Lutz et al. (2017) emphasise that established support
programmes can impact renewable energy adoption. In terms of bottom-up approaches, the
LEADER20 support programme has been established on the EU level but is steered on the
federal and local levels of European countries, aimed at fostering rural development by
providing funding for local innovations (Dargan and Shucksmith, 2008). Lutz et al. (2017)
highlight LEADER in their analysis as an important instrument for fostering regional energy
transitions.

Concerning studying social enterprises, scholars such as Martens et al. (2020), Defourny and
Nyssens (2016), Markantoni (2016) and Lang and Roessl (2011) have shown that co-

20 ‘Liaison

entre actions de développement de l’économie rurale’ (LEADER) is a European support programme for the
development of the rural economy.
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operatives are particularly good at aggregating multiple sources of income, with policy
programmes also playing a role, even if these programmes are not directly designed to
support RECCs. Looking at support mechanisms that could encourage RECCs, Herbes et al.
(2017) and Bauwens (2016) point to the need for risk mitigation policies to reduce transaction
costs, as RECCs have limited resources compared to other business models (Mignon and
Rüdinger, 2016). However, when looking at the social innovation literature (Bock, 2016;
Neumeier, 2017), the question arises whether RECCs can be triggered by politics at all
considering their endogenous nature. Due to this unclear literature situation, only two
hypotheses are explored:

H2: The RECCs can be fostered by setting renewable energy targets at the subnational level.
H3: The RECCs can be promoted through the provision of funds at the subnational level.

4.2.3 Legitimacy of RECCs
According to the underlying analytical framework, it is not sufficient to ask which policies
promote RECCs. It is instead important to understand what legitimises policies or the very
entrepreneurs who seek to use the incentives of these policies. According to Borrás and Edler,
legitimacy is linked to the process of governance and, in the context considered here, to
whether or not RECCs “enjoy broad social acceptance and support” (2014). As a fundamental
aspect of collective action processes, legitimacy is linked to the uncertainty that any change
brings (Borrás and Edler, 2014).

In a number of studies, RECCs have been found to increase the legitimacy of renewable energy
projects (Bauwens and Defourny, 2017; Punt et al., 2021; Schmid et al., 2020; TOKE et al.,
2008), the reasons for which have been summarised by Huybrechts and Mertens (2014).
Firstly, RECCs create a feeling of co-ownership due to their collective-action basis and can,
therefore, help to overcome the free-rider problem as they increase citizens’ willingness to
contribute towards the renewable energy transition through participation. Secondly, as
observed in the United Kingdom and Belgium, they are perceived as persuasive brokers of
knowledge about renewable energy installations as they are often comprised of pluralistic
groups of citizens that people tend to trust (Huybrechts and Mertens, 2014).
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The RECCs promote legitimacy due to the same regional identity of all members (Klagge et al.,
2016) and the knowledge that RECCs provide benefits to the community (Ambrosio-Albala et
al., 2020). In addition, Genus and Iskandarova’s (2020) study of renewable energy
communities in the United Kingdom found that their relatively low number is due to a lack of
technology and organisational legitimacy, while Punt et al. (2021) found that established
organisational forms, such as co-operatives banks in Germany, have a positive impact on the
legitimacy and formation of RECCs.

In the social enterprise literature, Huybrechts and Mertens (2014) have discussed various
dimensions of legitimacy that can be relevant to foster RECCs. The authors differentiate
between pragmatic legitimacy, which is related to advantages actors gain from being part of
a social enterprise; normative legitimacy, meaning the degree to which an initiative’s values
match the personal values of (potential) participants; and cognitive legitimacy, related to the
knowledge actors have about a social institution, meaning, for example, whether or not they
have heard of RECCs, know how they are structured or consider them good practice. Cognitive
legitimacy is seen as being especially important in this context, as not all countries have their
own co-operative laws, and the co-operative model in multiple countries or regions is scarcely
known (Dart, 2004; Holstenkamp, 2012; Huybrechts and Mertens, 2014). Co-operatives have
also had a negative image in a few countries historically, such as in the former Soviet states,
which may still act as a cognitive barrier to their acceptance (Bauwens, 2016). Another barrier
arises from the co-operative organisation itself, as it does not fit into standard business
taxonomies due to the hybrid characteristics presented in 2.1, leading to reluctance among
many potential business partners (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Huybrechts et al., 2020;
Mignon and Rüdinger, 2016). On the other hand, the popularity of cooperatives has increased
after the financial crisis. In Germany, largely due to newly established business fields, primarily
renewable energy cooperatives, but also for other industries such as IT services or advertising
agencies (Wieg, 2014). Given the literature, it, therefore, seems plausible to investigate
whether:

H4: The RECCs can be explained by cognitive legitimacy at the subnational level.
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4.3 Method
4.3.1 The German Case – A Brief Overview of Federalism and Co-operative History in Germany
Germany is a democratic, parliamentary republic comprised of 16 federal states, which have
been enshrined in the country’s Basic Law (Grundgesetz) since 1949. As part of a decentralised
federal structure, each of these 16 German states has the legislative authority and duty to
decide on issues concerning culture, media, education, regional planning and internal
security. With these powers, federal states21 have the responsibility and choice to actively
promote the ongoing renewable energy transition by, for example, providing information,
setting goals, funding programmes or removing barriers to the construction of renewable
energy facilities (Meister et al., 2020).

Germany’s energy transition began as a bottom-up movement, and RECCs have proven to be
an important driver of its progress (Geels et al., 2016; Lutz et al., 2017; Wieg, 2014; Wierling
et al., 2021). This may seem surprising, because co-operatives in Germany had come to be
considered “old-fashioned”, and their image in the new German states after reunification in
1990 was not the best, due to their own history under the Soviet system. Nevertheless, those
promoting the energy transition in Germany revived the co-operative business model, which
came to be seen as a good legal basis for the implementation of renewable energy (Bauwens
et al., 2016)22. In fact, within the last decade, the German Co-operative and Raiffeisen
Confederation (DGRV) counted more than 800 renewable energy co-operatives which have
been founded in Germany, with 200,000 members, employing more than 1,200 people, and
investing €2.7 billion. In addition, 3.35 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent were saved due to this
decentralised entrepreneurship (DGRV, 2019). However, despite the advances made by
German RECCs, they are now struggling to compete with larger competitors in the market due
to many adjustments that have been made to the Renewable Energy Sources Act (Kahla et al.,
2017; Punt et al., 2021; Yildiz et al., 2015). Even though there have been efforts by the national

21

Germany has introduced various policy instruments at the national level to promote renewable energy that have also had
a positive impact on RECCs. Starting around 1990 with the liberalisation of the energy market, Germany passed its Renewable
Energy Sources Act in 2000, which established fixed tariffs for renewable energy systems (Bauwens 2016; Wurster and
Hagemann 2019).
22 In addition to the implementation of the Renewable Energy Sources Act, the amendment of the Co-operatives Act in 2006
might explain the revival of the co-operative movement, as it made it possible for smaller groups to establish co-operatives
and for companies to be set up not only for economic reasons but also for social and cultural purposes (Kahla et al. 2017).
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government to lower entrance barriers, there were only 19 newly founded RECCs in 2019
(DGRV, 2019).

4.3.2 Qualitative Comparative Analysis Process
The QCA was chosen to assess the data for this study, because it can enable the investigation
of complex phenomena and provide causal chains of explanation. Another key reason for
employing QCA is that provides the possibility of studying not only the influence of one
condition on a given outcome but also combinations of conditions. In light of other studies
that have conducted QCA within the context of the renewable energy transition debate in
Germany, it is possible that not one condition but a combination of conditions explain the
outcome due to the complex nature of this transition (Schneider, C., Wagemann, C., 2012;
Wurster and Hagemann, 2019).

Furthermore, necessary and sufficient conditions for a given outcome can be identified by
using QCA (Pruditsch, 2017). The approach makes systematic case study comparison possible,
despite the relatively small numbers of cases (Never and Betz, 2014; Wurster and Hagemann,
2019), as in the case of Germany with its 16 federal states (Rihoux and Ragin, 2009). The use
of QCA has become a gold standard in the field of comparative governance and policy studies
as it provides a more systematic method for analysing and comparing case studies due to its
reliance on set theory and Boolean algebra, thus, improving the generalisability of qualitative
study findings (Meyer et al., 2018; Rihoux et al., 2011; Scouvart et al., 2008). In addition,
Verweij and Trell (2019) found in their literature review that QCA is most commonly used in
the field of planning studies to examine macro level cases at the subnational level, as this
study aims to do.

The implementation of a QCA in good scientific practice is accompanied by a conceptual
framework and/or other additional methods. This means that QCA is more of a research
process than just the application of a technique, where the results are generated and
evaluated through a continuous assessment between theory and empirical case knowledge
(Rihoux et al., 2011; Rihoux and Ragin, 2009; Schneider, C., Wagemann, C., 2012). Following
this good scientific practice, a mixed-method approach was chosen next to the conceptual
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framework. Thus, data collection for the present study began with, firstly, a literature
review23; secondly, the analysis of German state policies and profiles; thirdly, an evaluation of
the founding statistics of RECCs; fourthly, the conduction of expert interviews; and, finally,
taking into account experiences from the working group’s previous research, with the goal of
identifying important conditions and background knowledge from various sources in order to
triangulate information at a later date (Busse et al., 2019; Yamasaki and Rihoux, 2009).

The foundation statistics for RECCs of the central institution for co-operative banks between
2007 and 2016 were examined in a desk study in December 2018 (DZ Bank, 2017)24, with the
resulting data being corrected according to the following criteria. Only co-operatives that
were registered as such in the commercial register and had already realised a renewable
energy plant were included in the analysis. Furthermore, as this study investigates community
renewable energy projects, only RECCs that met the requirements for a local energy initiative,
meaning here a local group of people funding a renewable energy facility that is open to all
and where local people have the majority of the voting power, were included (Holstenkamp
and Radtke, 2018)25. Clearing the data, 633 of the original 831 co-operatives that were
founded between 2007 and 2016 (DGRV, 2016) were integrated into further analysis.

The co-ordinates of the RECCs were plotted on a map using QGIS, a geographic information
software, to learn more about their distribution. The map in Figure 9 , based on the
foundation statistics for RECCs between 2007 and 2016 (DZ Bank, 2017), illustrates how RECCs
tend to be clustered in specific regions and how they are not spread equally across federal
states. States depicted with dots represent those where RECCs had already emerged during
the period 2007–2011, whereas states with no dots had no RECCs observed for that period.
Shades of grey indicate the number of RECCs founded in all relevant states between 2012 and
2016. This method of data presentation made it possible to show for the whole of Germany
the capacity of subnational governments to promote RECCs for the period 2007-2016.
23

Using the Google Scholar and Scopus platforms, relevant keywords were searched for and combined, such as:
subnational energy transition, federal states, renewable energy communities, renewable energy co-operatives, legitimacy,
and energy policy. Throughout the publication process, literature was added and replaced where more recent literature
was found.
24

This period was chosen because it reflects the founding boom of energy co-operatives that took place in Germany. In
addition, two equal time periods were required for the analysis, therefore, the start date 2007 was chosen and not 2006 as
in other publications, such as Punt et al. (2021).
25

The RECCS operating nationwide and those pursuing other business purposes were excluded for better comparability.
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In addition, ten qualitative semi-structured interviews were conducted in 2017 and 2018 and
analysed using MaxQDA software with the aim of obtaining in-depth background information
and a better understanding of the multi-governmental processes in which RECCs in Germany
are involved. Two of the experts interviewed worked at national umbrella organisations for
co-operatives and were able to provide insights into overall RECCs development in Germany,
while another expert worked at a district authority and was involved in an umbrella
organisation for rural development policy. Additionally, interviews were conducted with
seven RECCs in central and north Germany, drawn from all three business areas covered by
this study, namely, district heating, photovoltaics and wind energy26.

In this way, it was possible to analyse subnational success conditions fostering RECCs (Figure
9). Implementation of the fuzzy-set method, which is an optional variant of QCA, is described
in more detail below.

4.3.3 Operationalisation of the Analytical Framework and Calibration Process
With the analytical framework and literature review having been used to identify several
conditions that may foster RECCs, the next step for the QCA is to operationalise and calibrate
these conditions and the outcome condition (Table 4) (Dohmwirth and Hanisch, 2019; Rihoux
and Ragin, 2009). The outcome under investigation here is the relative capacity of German
federal states to support RECCs, measured by the average RECCs density (ED) per federal state
between 2012 and 2016, and calculated using the adjusted official renewable co-operative
statistics. The number of RECCs per federal state was weighted by their populations to
enhance comparability.

The period selected was considered interesting because, according to the foundation
statistics at the national level, it appears that the number of RECCs went from rising from
2007 until 2011 to constantly decreasing thereafter, indicating that the capabilities of RECCs
to adapt to alterations of the national Renewable Energy Sources Act had changed (Herbes et
al., 2014; Klagge et al., 2016; Yildiz et al., 2015). Kahla et al. (2017) have highlighted that feed-

26

Focusing on only one form of renewable energy was not considered appropriate, as it is not uncommon for RECCs to
have multiple energy facilities.
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in tariffs were drastically reduced after the reform of the Renewable Energy Sources Act in
2012, making investment in renewable energy plants less profitable. Thus, the time period
was chosen because it seemed particularly interesting to investigate which federal states
were best able to cope with these barriers and, thus, fulfil a role as supporters, facilitators
and promoters of RECCs (Klagge and Meister, 2018; Schmid et al., 2020).

The literature review and data availability limited the selection of conditions to three (Table
4). Two of the conditions, federal state top-down policy (P) and federal state bottom-up policy
(B), represent the governmental instruments pillar of the analytical framework presented in
section 4.2, whereas the third condition represents the legitimacy (L) part. In order to examine
the federal state top-down policy (P) condition, secondary data were adopted from a
comparative study that examines, among other things, the target-setting performance of the
German federal states in the expansion of renewable energies every two years27. Study results
from 2010 and 2014 were averaged to provide a more general indication of overall state
performance over the 2007-2016 study period (Diekmann et al., 2014, p. 21; Diekmann et al.,
2010, p. 19).

Furthermore, as noted in the literature (see 4.2), it was assumed that federal state bottomup policy (B), particularly the EU’s LEADER rural-development programme, may have had
positive impacts on RECCs (Dargan and Shucksmith, 2008; Lutz et al., 2017). Since it is the
responsibility of the federal states to determine what shares of funding they allocate to
LEADER initiatives, it was considered worth investigating whether federal states with high
bottom-up policy priority also have high RECCs densities. In addition, this condition may also
offer insights into whether rural areas impact renewable energy production, as assumed by
Wurster and Hagemann (2019). The data for condition B were taken from a study by (Tietz,
2007, p. 156), which shows the federal states’ proposed LEADER investment levels for the
2007 to 2013 funding period and, therefore, while not covering the entire study period, allows
a good indication of how the federal states are prioritizing funding for bottom-up initiatives.
Since the German federal states are very different in terms of size and population density,

27

The target achievement indicator assesses the ambition, scope, and technological range of each state's policy goals and
ranks states on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the most achievable. This ranking makes it possible to classify the states along
the three categories of the QCA, i.e., states with particularly high and particularly low ambitions and those in between
(Diekmann et al. 2010).
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their investment amounts were weighted according to each state’s share of rural areas for
comparability.

Legitimacy (L) refers here to cognitive legitimacy, as explained in section 4.3.3, which was
operationalised using the foundation database and, once again, calculating the densities of
RECCs, as was done for the outcome indicator. However, for this condition, the period 2007
to 2011 was used to examine whether RECCs were more likely to emerge in states that already
have a high density of RECCs, following the argumentation of Punt et al. (2021) and
Huybrechts et al. (2020) that the legitimacy for RECCs depends on the number of RECCs
already present in each federal state.

Once the conditions were identified and data was gathered (Table 4), fuzzy-set QCA was
applied, which required transforming the data into values between 0 and 1. The direct
calibration method was chosen to be most appropriate for this study28, which means selecting
three qualitative anchor points: full membership (1), full non-membership (0) and a crossover
point (0.5), indicating that a case is neither fully in nor fully out of a given variable (Table 4).
This process was undertaken using the guidelines published by Rihoux and Ragin (2009) to
ensure good scientific practice. Once anchor points had been identified, based on the interval
nature of the data and case knowledge drawn from the literature review, experience and
expert interviews, membership scores were distributed from 0 to 1, according to the anchor
points selected. This calibration process and the necessity and sufficiency analyses explained
below were performed using the QCA package developed by Dusa (2019) in R software.

28

In contrast to the direct calibration method, the indirect calibration method requires the separation of each case into
specific membership groups. Thus, the “researcher’s broad grouping of cases” and “initial sorting of cases into different levels
of membership could be minimised by setting three anchor points and […] therefore avoiding floor or ceiling effects” (Ragin
2008, p. 87) by applying the direct calibration method.
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Table 4 Operationalisation of Federal States Outcomes and Conditions for Describing the Impacts of Legitimacy and Governance Instruments on
RECCs
Abbreviations: full membership = FM, Crossover point = COP, full non-membership = FNM
Hypothesis
H1: The success of RECCs also
depends on contextual conditions.
By examining these contextual
conditions, it is possible to explain
why some subnational areas have a
higher density of RECCs than
others.
Hypothesis
H2: The RECCs can be fostered by
setting renewable energy targets at
the subnational level.

Outcome
Renewableenergy
Cooperative
Density (ED)

Indicator
Number of renewable-energy
cooperatives per state per
million inhabitants (2012–
2016)

Data source
Central institution for cooperative banks
foundation statistics (DZ
Bank, 2017), official
statistics (Stala, 2021), own
calculations

Anchor points
FM = 10 (High capacity to foster RECCs)
COP= 4.2 (Medium capacity to foster RECCs)
FNM=0 (Low capacity to foster RECCs)

Condition
Top-down
Policies (P)

Data source
Secondary data (Diekmann
et al., 2014; Diekmann et
al., 2010)

Anchor points
FM=4 (Strong renewable energy goals)
COP=2.55 (Medium renewable energy goals)
FNM=1 (Weak renewable energy goals)

H3: The RECCs can be promoted
through the provision of funds at
the subnational level.

Bottom-up
Policies (B)

Secondary data of one
study (2007–2013) (Tietz,
2007), official statistics
(BBSR, 2019), own
calculations

FM=85 (High priority in bottom-up policy)
COP=34 (Medium priority in bottom-up policy)
FNM=0 (Low priority in bottom-up policy)

H4: The RECCs can be explained by
cognitive legitimacy at the
subnational level.

Legitimacy (L)

Indicator
Political goals of federal states
for expansion of renewable
energies (comparative study
of all federal states, with 2010
and 2014 averaged)
Money (in millions of EUR)
invested by federal states for
bottom-up approaches (e.g.
LEADER), weighted based on
the ratio of rural areas in each
federal state (measured by
population density of counties
after BBSR classification)
Cognitive legitimacy,
measured by number of
renewable-energy
cooperatives per state per
million inhabitants (2007–
2011)

Central institution for cooperative banks
foundation statistics (DZ
Bank, 2017), official
statistics (Stala, 2021), own
calculations

FM = 6.5 (High cognitive legitimacy potential)
COP= 3 (Medium cognitive legitimacy potential)
FNM = 0 (Low cognitive legitimacy potential)
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Table 5 Conditions and Outcomes for German Federal States (own calculation based on Diekmann et al., (2014, p. 21), Diekmann et al., (2010,
p. 19), DZ Bank, (2017), and Tietz (2007, p. 156)

Brandenburg
Berlin
Baden-Württemberg
Bavaria
Bremen
Hesse
Hamburg
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania
Lower Saxony
North Rhine-Westphalia
Rhineland-Palatinate
Saxony-Anhalt
Saxony
Schleswig-Holstein
Saarland
Thuringia

Outcome

Condition 1

Condition 2

Condition 3

Renewable-energy
Cooperative
Density (ED)
2.8
0.0
4.8
6.2
1.5
4.6
0.0
6.2
2.3
1.5
4.5
0.7
10.1
4.6
4.0
11.1

Legitimacy
(L)

Top-down
Policies (P)

Bottom-up
Policies (B)

2.0
0.0
6.7
6.7
3.1
4.8
0.0
1.8
6.0
2.6
4.2
2.1
0.7
5.0
3.0
4.9

4.1
0.9
4.2
3.5
1.9
3.0
0.4
4.6
2.5
2.2
2.8
2.7
2.4
3.9
2.6
4.4

23.1
0.0
54.4
22.4
0.0
86.4
0.0
30.4
27.1
88.6
35.6
28.3
39.2
41.3
0.0
33.7
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4.3.4 Necessary Conditions Analysis
After the calibration process, the conditions included were checked for necessity 29. A
necessary condition indicates that whenever the condition is present, the outcome is present
(Rihoux and Ragin, 2009). In order to identify the necessity condition, the threshold value in
the consistency measurement was set to 0.9, meaning that 90 % of the empirical data
indicated necessity (Meyer et al., 2018; Schneider, C., Wagemann, C., 2012). In addition, the
coverage ratio was analysed to decide whether the condition had an impact on the outcome
or if the condition could be negated as a necessary condition. Following the literature
recommendation, a coverage ratio of 0.5 here indicates necessity only if the relevance of
necessity (RoN) is also achieved at 0.6 (Minah and Malvido Pérez Carletti, 2019; Schneider, C.,
Wagemann, C., 2012).

4.3.5 Truth Table and Sufficiency Analysis
Sufficient conditions are those that can explain the outcome. However, there may be other
conditions that explain the outcome as well (Rihoux and Ragin, 2009). Thus, the sufficiency
analysis checks conditions or combinations of conditions to see whether they can be
considered a subset of the result (Rihoux and Ragin, 2009; Schneider, C., Wagemann, C.,
2012). A truth table must be created (Table 7) before the sufficiency analysis can be applied.
By grouping similar cases together, a truth table forms what are known as causal recipes that
can lead successfully to the outcome of interest, in this case, indicating whether there are
conditions that explain why several federal states have higher RECCs densities than others. In
creating such a table, the software selected indicates how many combinations there are for
what number of cases, while simultaneously displaying all combinations that do not fit any
case characterisation – so-called logical remainders (Ragin, 2000). As shown in Table 7, several
consistency values are given in addition to the recipes and the number of cases that fit the
recipes, after which a cut-off point is set. This is important for the sufficiency analysis, because
it provides information about the relationship between a given subset and the outcome. Code
1 is assigned to show that the outcome is present, and code 0 indicates the absence of the

29

Testing for necessity must be performed separately from the sufficiency analysis explained below, because the algorithm
used for testing sufficiency does not allow for the simultaneous analysis of necessity, and possible necessary conditions may
be eliminated in the process (Schneider, C., Wagemann, C. 2012; Verweij and Trell 2019).
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outcome. Following Meyer et al. (2018), Arts and Koning (2017) and Ragin (2008), the cut-off
point should not be less than 0.75. After choosing the cut-off point, the sufficiency analysis is
performed to minimise the data, and the QCA software produces three different solutions,
which are selected depending on basis of the data and the treatment of the logical remainders
(Schneider, C., Wagemann, C., 2012).

4.4. Results
4.4.1 QCA Results
4.4.1.1 Necessity Test
In order to test for necessity, all conditions were tested concerning their relationship to the
presence or absence of the outcome (i.e. the low or high relative capacity of federal states to
foster RECCs), as illustrated in Table 6.

Table 6 Analysis of Necessity
Abbreviations and explanations: Legitimacy = L, Top-down Policies =P, Bottom-up Policies= B, Renewable-energy
Cooperative Density = ED, Con. = Consistency, RoN = Relevance of Necessity, Cov. = Coverage, ~ = displays the
result when the condition is absence. In line with Schneider and Wagemann (2012), conditions are considered
necessary when they all pass the following thresholds: Con. = 0.9, RoN = 0.6, Cov. = 0.5, as indicated in boldface.

Con.
ED
L
P
B
~ ED
L
P
B

Presence of condition
RoN
Cov.

Absence of condition
Con.
RoN
Cov.

0.789
0.917
0.691

0.714
0.671
0.828

0.648
0.671
0.716

0.533
0.389
0.676

0.694
0.721
0.600

0.499
0.423
0.512

0.583
0.588
0.499

0.696
0.600
0.803

0.616
0.553
0.664

0.667
0.650
0.787

0.852
0.943
0.758

0.802
0.910
0.766

The test for necessity reveals one condition that can be characterised as necessary. The
presence of top-down political goals formulated by German federal states for the expansion
of renewable energies (P) meets all the thresholds required, as set by Schneider, C.,
Wagemann, C. (2012), with a consistency value of 0.917, a relevance of necessity of 0.671 and
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a coverage ratio of 0.671. In this sense, one would expect that federal states that set strong
goals for energy transition are likely to have a higher RECC density (ED) and, thus, foster
RECCs. This result appears to support the influence of goals on successful energy transitions
(Wurster and Hagemann, 2018). Nevertheless, this finding is important because whether subnational goals to promote energy transition might also be necessary to foster RECCs has not
yet been explored.

4.4.1.2 Truth Table and Sufficiency Test
The results of the sufficiency test show that the analytical framework developed by Borrás
and Edler (2014) and, therefore, contextual factors can explain why various states have a
higher density of RECCs than others. This confirms hypothesis 1, which states that the
contextual conditions studied at the subnational level can explain different densities of RECCs.
Therefore, this study succeeds in not only confirming (Kahla et al. 2017) but also explaining
the uneven distribution of RECCs observed across the 16 federal states in Germany.

Theoretically, nine possible pathways will emerge when three conditions are tested regarding
their relationship to a given outcome. Six of these nine possible paths are empirically
observable from the data30, as can be seen in the truth table in Table 7. Choosing a cut-off
point of 0.75 (Schneider and Wagemann, 2012), the truth table shows two paths that have
crossed that threshold and are, therefore, coded 1, indicating the high relative capacity of
federal states to foster RECCs; this group includes six federal states. The remaining ten cases
are grouped into four paths that have failed to cross the threshold and are, consequently,
coded 0, indicating the low relative capacity of federal states to foster RECCs.

30

The three paths without empirical evidence are treated here as logical remainders.
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Table 7 Truth Table
Abbreviations and explanations: Cut-off point = 0.75; P = top-down policy condition, B = bottom-up
policy condition, L = legitimacy condition; Out = outcome (indicates whether the outcome is present (1)
or absent (0)); Con. = consistency and PRI = proportional reduction of inconsistency (both values used
in fuzzy-set QCA to evaluate cut-off point); Case = indicates cases belonging to each pathway
(Schneider, C., Wagemann, C. 2012; Rihoux 2006)
P

B

L

Out

Con.

PRI

Cases

1
1

N
o.
2
4

1
1

0
1

1
1

0.872
0.809

0.631
0.481

0

0

4

0.733

0.440

0
1
0

0
0
0

2
2
2

0.690
0.676
0.424

0.403
0.052
0.131

Thuringia, Bavaria
Rhineland-Palatinate, Schleswig-Holstein,
Baden-Württemberg, Hesse
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania ,
Brandenburg, Saxony-Anhalt, Saarland
North Rhine-Westphalia, Saxony
Bremen, Lower Saxony
Berlin, Hamburg

1

0

0
0
0

1
0
0

In order to minimise the results, several analyses were performed to find solutions that make
sense in terms of both the empirical knowledge available and the theoretical concepts chosen,
while, at the same time, having a high degree of coverage, indicating that as many cases as
possible can be explained by the solution given (Oeij et al., 2019; Rihoux and Ragin, 2009).
When linking the results to the in-case analyses and following the arguments of Minah and
Malvido Pérez Carletti (2019) and Baumgartner (2015), the parsimonious solution was found
to be the best choice.

In addition, a robustness test was performed by moving the cut-off consistency thresholds to
0.8 and 0.85 (Table 8), revealing that the solutions are stable because the results did not
change, except when the cut-off thresholds were increased to 0.85. However, robustness can
be assumed since the solution path is also found in this solution (Minah and Malvido Pérez
Carletti, 2019). Before discussing the results in more detail, a few other results are highlighted
below.
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Table 8 Robustness Test
Abbreviations and explanations: Legitimacy = L, Top-down Policies =P, Bottom-up Policies= B, Con. =
Consistency, Cov. = Coverage, * = and, ~ = indicates the absence of a condition
Test No.
0

Analysis

1
2

Baseline

Solution formula
L*P

Cut-off consistency threshold
increased to 0.8
Cut-off consistency threshold
increased to 0.85

Con.
0.749

Cov.
0.783

L*P

0.749

0.783

P*L*~B

0.872

0.574

Firstly, the results displayed in Table 9 show that only one of the possible solution pathways
is considered sufficient for explaining the outcome, which is the combination of high cognitive
legitimacy and strong renewable energy goals. The solution coverage of 0.783 indicates that
78.3 % of the cases are covered by this pathway, while the solution consistency result
illustrates that 74.9 % of the cases are seen as a subset of the outcome.

Table 9 Solution Path
Solution Path: M1: L*P ->ED
The combination of legitimacy (L) and top-down policy (P) explains the high relative capacity of German
federal states to foster RECCs. More precisely:
Cognitive legitimacy and federal-state policy goals fosters RECCs

Paths
Consistency
Raw coverage
Unique coverage
Cases

Solution consistency
Solution coverage

L*P
0.749
0.783
Thuringia, Bavaria, RhinelandPalatinate, Schleswig-Holstein,
Baden-Württemberg, Hesse
0.749
0.783

Secondly, according to the sufficiency analysis, the combination of high legitimacy rates and
political goals fosters RECCs. Hence, none of the three conditions identified (P, B or L) appear
to be sufficient on their own. Therefore, hypothesis 2, which states that subnational goals can
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promote RECCs, and hypothesis 4, which states that legitimacy can explain RECCs, cannot be
confirmed, as only the combination of subnational goals and legitimacy is sufficient according
to the results. The importance of the organisational form for legitimacy and, thus, success of
social innovations at the community level has already been suggested by Huybrechts and
Mertens (2014) and confirmed by Punt et al. (2021). This study shows that the legitimacy of
RECCs alone is not a sufficient strategy to promote RECCs at the state level, but also requires
strong political will on the part of states, expressed in ambitious goals.

Thirdly, the results show that Thuringia, Bavaria, Rhineland-Palatinate, Schleswig-Holstein,
Baden-Württemberg and Hesse, which are spread across Germany, are fostering RECCs (see
Figure 9 in section 4.4.2). This shows that different types of natural and socio-economic
conditions do not limit RECCs, which seem capable of adapting to various contextual
circumstances. Nearly all of the six federal states exhibiting a high density of RECCs also have
high levels of legitimacy and policy-goal capacity. At first glance (Table 5), RhinelandPalatinate appears to be an exception, as it does not perform like the other federal states
identified as sufficient. However, when looking at the outcomes and legitimacy condition in
Table 5, it can be seen that Rhineland-Palatinate improved its capacity of RECCs between 2012
and 2016 compared to 2007–2011 from 4.2 to 4.5, while other states, such as Lower Saxony,
did not maintain their good conditions for RECCs between 2012 and 2016. Meanwhile,
Wurster and Hagemann (2018) emphasise that a positive effect on the activities of RECCs in
Rhineland-Palatinate is due to the Green Party influence, which had set ambitious climate
goals there.

Fourthly, the results suggest that certain federal states affect RECCs positively through
existing formal and informal network activities. Two experts interviewed mentioned that
RECC proponents in Thuringia, Rhineland-Palatinate and Bavaria organise their own vertical
networks for fostering and supporting RECCs (Holstenkamp, 2014), which might impact
cognitive legitimacy and, therefore, increase the capacity of RECCs in these federal states.
Additionally, Holstenkamp (2012) and interviewed experts have emphasised the importance
of horizontal co-operative umbrella associations. Hager and Hamagami (2020) even argue
that the lack of a horizontal network structure explains the lack of RECCs in Japan. On this
basis, it can be assumed that Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria, which still have regional co96

operative umbrella organisations, are likely to provide better conditions for supporting RECCs
because they have officers who are knowledgeable about their states and act as
intermediaries between RECC proponents and state governments. However, another cooperative umbrella organisation located in parts of Lower Saxony does not appear to have
such influence on RECCs, thus, an existing network alone does not lead directly to a better
opportunity structure for RECCs.

4.4.2 QGIS Results
The QCA analysis presented above has revealed that a combination of federal state policy
goals and cognitive legitimacy is sufficient for a high relative capacity of federal states to foster
RECCs. However, based only on that analysis, there is little that can be said about the
distribution of RECCs within Germany’s federal states. Therefore, a graphical means of
representing this distribution was developed, which allows the results of the QCA analysis to
be validated.

Several results are of interest in this map. Firstly, the different densities of RECCs established
are not evenly spread across Germany, which supports the QCA results and other studies
(Kahla et al., 2017). However, secondly, the density of RECCs varies not only between federal
states but also within them; hence, the clusters of RECCs seem to be located in several areas,
as displayed in the dark-grey dotted states. A case in point is western Bavaria, close to the
Baden-Württemberg border (Figure 9), which highlights the importance of geographic
proximity between clusters of RECCs (Punt et al., 2021). Thirdly, these results demonstrate
that RECCs are more likely to emerge where their activities have already been strong, which
becomes apparent because in the grey-dotted states, where RECCs already existed in the
2007–2011 period, more RECCs were founded during 2012–2016 than in the states with no
RECC activity observable beforehand. These results suggest that peer-to-peer knowledge
transfer may play a major role and such knowledge transfer is regionally limited.

In addition, although bottom-up funding in rural areas does not seem to foster RECCs, this
does not mean that RECCs are not located in rural areas. By contrast, the map shows that the
majority of clusters of RECCs are located in rural areas, confirming suggestions of other
studies, arguing that the availability of land (Holstenkamp and Radtke, 2020), the presence of
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the other co-operatives, such as banks and agricultural co-operatives (Punt et al., 2021), and
the strong social innovation dynamic of rural community co-operatives revealed by Martens
et al. (2020), seem to increase the legitimacy for RECCs in rural areas. These findings highlight
the fact that RECCs are more than just actors fostering the renewable energy transition but
also rural development and energy justice topics (Coady and Duquette, 2021; Lacey-Barnacle,
2020; Stewart, 2021).

Figure 9 Map Illustrating Renewable Energy Community Co-operatives (RECCs) Activity Among
the Federal States of Germany (2007–2016)
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4.5 Discussion
This study has taken on several challenges. It has tested an analytical framework empirically,
applied a mixed-methods approach and sought to generate new knowledge regarding RECC
dynamics in Germany. In doing so, this work has opened up a number of discussions and
possibilities that may influence future research topics, but also has limitations, which are
presented in this section.

4.5.1 Research Approach
This study has been able to show that several federal states in Germany have better
conditions for RECCs to emerge than others. However, certain aspects need to be discussed
further, as the results presented might also lead to the assumption that the investigation of
capacities of federal states has partially failed. To illustrate, subnational conditions were
operationalised to determine why several federal states seem to have a higher capacity to
support RECCs than others. On the one hand, the QGIS analysis undertaken revealed that
legitimacy ultimately appears to be something that is not evenly distributed across Germany
or within the federal states but, instead, is concentrated in clusters of RECCs. Therefore, it
could be argued that the QCA results does not hold because the legitimacy condition should
not be measured at the federal state level. On the other hand, the results also show that there
are more clusters of RECCs in particular states than in others. This suggests that federal states
can foster RECCs through their policies, but the former also seem to rely on forms of regionally
sensitive legitimacy. This is an important finding, as it confirms that “geographical variation
[… is] often neglected in policy” (Mazzei, 2017, p. 2781) and highlights the importance of the
analytic framework applied here for incorporating legitimacy concerns into policy evaluation
to understand their supportability.

Although conditions that lead to the successful expansion of renewable energies do not
automatically lead to a high RECC dynamic, it is worth mentioning that policy goals are a
necessary condition. However, although federal states have promoted the renewable energy
transition by setting goals and support programmes (Diekmann et al., 2014; Lutz et al., 2017),
none of these elements has proven to be sufficient on their own for explaining the RECC
dynamics. The analysis of subnational success paths for renewable energy expansion in
Germany (Wurster and Hagemann 2018) also showed that the German federal states that are
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considered successful in expanding renewable energy hardly overlap with the federal states
that are considered successful for RECCs in this study. This indicates that general policies are
not sufficient to promote renewable energy communities, and that instead targeted actor
programmes are useful. Agreeing on strong renewable energy expansion goals at the federal
state level should not be underestimated, as they demonstrate a federal state’s commitment
to take action, which is an important sign for local governments to legitimise their actions in
fostering or lowering barriers for RECCs in their region. Subnational governments should set
region-specific targets for legal forms that have legitimacy in their local communities.
Moreover, in order to drive the energy transition, it seems sensible to stop leaving the issue
solely in the hands of a federal institution such as the Federal Ministry of Economics in
Germany (Breukers and Wolsink, 2007; Sayner et al., 2015), but to use existing resources at
the subnational level to take advantage of all the potentials of renewable energy
communities, such as impacts on rural development, land and energy justice (Bechberger et
al., 2003; Wolsink, 2018).

When focusing on the QCA analysis, legitimacy alone was not found to be a sufficient
condition to explain the high relative capacity of German federal states to support RECCs.
Comparing the results of the QCA with those of the QGIS analysis, it seems reasonable to
assume that the RECC dynamics are too heterogeneous within federal states for cognitive
legitimacy to be a sufficient condition. Yet, it can also be assumed that whether RECCs are
known and accepted or not is a bottleneck for their development (Punt et al., 2021), and once
an RECC is established in an area, that area can become a nucleus for other RECCs. At this
point, linking individual to contextual conditions for RECC proponents may be a way forward.
The results support an assumption of the literature that the German RECC development is a
bottom-up movement (Bock, 2016; Lutz et al., 2017; Sayner et al., 2015) that depends
strongly on social capital transfer (Bauwens and Defourny, 2017; Genus and Iskandarova,
2020), regional acceptance and network structures (Meister et al., 2020; Schmid et al., 2020).
In particular, as mentioned in the expert interviews and by Punt et al. (2021) and Holstenkamp
and Müller (2013) the acceptance by local governments and the geographical proximity to
other RECC proponents are key factors, as already successfully operating RECCs can be seen
as role models and are more likely to offer advice and support to people living in their
immediate areas. Improving such conditions among existing and potential RECCs may lower
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the barriers for them that have already been identified by Huybrechts et al. (2020) and
Huybrechts and Mertens (2014). This is particularly important for those subnational
governments where the central government policy framework for RECCs has deteriorated in
recent years, such as in Germany and the United Kingdom (Genus and Iskandarova, 2020;
Klagge et al., 2016).

4.5.2 Study Limitations and Further Research Possibilities
This study aims to provide insights that may be interesting for those not only working within
the German context but also in other countries interested in implementing a community
energy transition. However, context must be taken into account when generalising the
results, as Meister et al. (2020) point out that the ability of federal states to promote certain
business models is highly dependent on the regulation of electricity markets and general
government structures. Huybrechts and Mertens (2014), for example, propose that it is simply
not possible for small business models to enter the market in a few countries. In addition, the
experts interviewed for the present study mentioned the importance of the German Cooperative Act and its development in the context of the legitimacy debate. Another point to
consider when generalising the results is the fact that German co-operatives must belong to
an auditing association that monitors not only RECC developments but also lobbies. Such
conditions and limitations can be seen as guiding examples, prerequisites and potential
sticking points for countries that want to promote RECCs.

This study has focused on the question of whether federal state level conditions exist that can
trigger collective action initiatives that support the transition to community energy in
Germany. This was investigated based on RECCs, as they are considered an important driver
of the movement and, as mentioned in the introduction, because decentralised energy is
considered to have several advantages over centralised energy. With this focus on bottom-up
collective action initiative drivers, this study has been able to show that the ongoing
decentralised energy transition has not been driven only by policies promoting the renewable
energy transition. However, it is important to note that there may also be great differences
entailed by different energy sources, as certain technologies may be easier to implement than
others (Holstenkamp and Kahla, 2016; Holstenkamp and Müller, 2013). Regardless of whether
RECCs want to establish renewable energy technologies based on wind, photovoltaic or
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district heating, each technology is subject to different sets of regulations, faces different
barriers and requires different policy measures (Bauwens, 2016; Holstenkamp and Kahla,
2016). In this vein, it may be particularly interesting to focus further research on these
differences.

4.6 Conclusions and Policy Implications
The overarching research question of this study has been: What subnational success
conditions foster RECCs? Several gaps in the literature have been addressed in answering this
question, as little knowledge exists to date about how specific actors respond to general
renewable energy policies and compared to studies on the impact of national policies, there
are few studies that look at the role of subnational governments in this context. In order to
answer the research question, the study has operationalised an analytical framework that
identifies a new strategy for evaluating renewable energy policies by including legitimacy
alongside government instruments as conditions for success. The German co-operative
movement was studied empirically using a fuzzy-set QCA and geographic information system
analysis.

Three conditions derived from the literature have been examined in terms of their influence
on the capacity of Germany’s federal states to support RECCs: 1) how ambitious are federal
states in setting renewable energy expansion targets, 2) how much money do federal states
invest in bottom-up initiatives in rural areas, and 3) what kind of legitimacy levels do RECCs
have among the federal states? The results of the study suggest that none of the conditions
can be considered sufficient in isolation to explain the dynamics of RECCs, but the
combination of policy goals and legitimacy is sufficient. Another important finding of this
study is the confirmation that it is important to look at how change is organised. As Sokołowski
(2020) mentioned, it is one thing to set up the framework for promoting renewable energy
communities at the EU level, but it is important to see how this framework is implemented by
countries and subnational governments to ensure energy and land justice. On the positive
side, RECCs appear to be independent of natural and socio-economic factors, as the successful
states covered very different regions. However, this could change depending on the
technology chosen.
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Consequently, subnational governments could contribute to the renewable energy transition
by increasing the legitimacy of renewable energy communities through ambitious, actorbased targets (Braunholtz-Speight et al., 2021), while supporting formal and informal
networks to reach communities that lack knowledge about functioning renewable energy
communities. Communities should be allowed to choose the forms of organisation that enjoy
legitimacy as the QGIS analysis revealed that legitimacy seems to be a geographically sensitive
topic.

Finally, the framework used for explaining sociotechnical change by focusing on perceived
legitimacy and government instruments as conditions for fostering RECCs appears to have
been suitable for this context, as it has enabled the analysis of what fosters RECCs in certain
geographical locations, while promoting the importance of investigating the interplay
between legitimacy and policy.
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5 Reflection, Critical Examination and Discussion
5.1 Results Reflection

How can innovation in rural areas be governed
to enable sustainable transformation?

Noting that research on innovation processes in rural areas is still in its infancy, the task of
this dissertation was to establish a baseline from which to gain theoretical, methodological
and ultimately empirical insights on how innovation in rural areas can be governed. The main
focus was not only to gain knowledge about innovation but to follow the call of science (Pel
et al. 2020; Avelino et al. 2019; Rammert et al. 2018; Borrás and Edler 2014a; Bock 2012) to
understand how transformative social innovation and transformative capacity (Keck and
Sakdapolrak 2013) function in a world that increasingly has to deal with resource scarcity and
shock events. It is assumed that insights into innovation processes in rural areas can make a
special contribution to this debate. Three consecutive studies were conducted that shed light
on different research arenas within the scope of this thesis, providing different perspectives
on the topic. While the last chapters dealt with empirical aspects in detail, the focus of chapter
5.1 is on the connections between the studies and the reflection of the studies on the
overarching research question.

5.1.1 Reflecting Research Arena One: Governing Sustainable Certification Schemes
The first study looked at a farmer group in a village in rural Sumatra, Indonesia. The starting
point of the study was to understand how the instrument of certification is perceived and
implemented in the farmer group, as there was substantial criticism of the effectiveness of
certificates in improving sustainable farming practices (Gatti et al. 2018; Tayleur et al. 2017;
Brandi et al. 2015; Hatanaka et al. 2005). On the other side, many scholars argued that
certificates could have multiple benefits for farmers, especially when organised through
member-based organisations (Vicari 2014; Knickel et al. 2009; van Kooten et al. 2005). Thus,
an open-ended research approach was chosen because there were few insights into the
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institutional context of the farmers that would allow for quantitative approaches. The
following research questions structured the study:
-

Which stakeholders are considered important in the institutional context of oil palm
smallholders?

-

What makes stakeholders important to independent oil-palm smallholders?

-

How does the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil certificate affect the institutional
context of independent smallholders?

By exploring these questions and, thus, the impact of the market-oriented certificate on the
farmer group, the need to approach the topic through a combination of actor and spatial
institutional approaches became apparent, as explanatory approaches could be found that
showed why the establishment of certificates on the micro level could fail. While further
explanation and insights into the actor and territorial-institutional settings are provided in
chapter 2, some examples shall be provided that illustrate this statement.

By studying the farmer group, it became apparent that territorial-institutional settings are
shaped by path dependency and the culture of the village and farmers, their socio-economic
circumstances as well as natural circumstances -- such as climate, soil, weather and location
of the field -- and that these influences are not considered when constructing the certificate
instrument. The construction of social innovations depends not only on the individual's
willingness but also on the opportunity structure, which is shaped by many social, economic
and natural factors. For example, the case study examined showed that weather instability
can lead to a vicious cycle that prevents smallholders from managing their fields according to
their wishes or certification requirements. In addition, the incentive to get certified was often
justified by the fact that without a certificate, one would not be able to sell one's harvest in
the future. This revealed a large gap between the intention of the sustainability certificate
and the reality on the micro scale, which raises questions about the role of legitimacy of
market-based instruments.
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5.1.2 Reflecting Research Arena Two: Governing Rural Infrastructure
Selecting a different research arena, the second study investigated the topic of infrastructure
establishment and maintenance in rural communities in Germany. This research arena was
chosen because Germany is required by law to provide equal living conditions in terms of
employment opportunities, public services and basic infrastructure throughout the country,
which is increasingly being violated, especially in rural areas (Weck and Beißwenger 2014).
Building on the knowledge gained in the first study, an analytical framework was chosen that
focuses on actors and their territorial-instructional settings and the topic of legitimacy while
enabling the investigation of instrument effects (Borrás and Edler 2014b). Therefore, this
study uses a framework proposed by Borrás and Edler (2014b) to study governance of change
in socio-technical systems and adapts and empirically tests it to study governance processes
of social innovations in rural areas. After selecting 14 member-based organisations that were
founded to create social innovation in rural areas, the following research questions were
asked:
-

Who initiates and what motivates social innovation processes?

-

What instruments can enable social innovation?

-

How are social innovations legitimised?

While the first research arena provided information on important elements of the research
field -- such as the importance of the micro-perspective and its institutional framework, the
role of external interventions like governmental or market-based instruments and the issue
of legitimacy -- a comparative case study approach was adopted in this research arena. This
was also possible because the cultural context was similar to that of the researcher. The
knowledge gathered in research arena one now allows for further developed research
questions, such as looking for patterns between different social innovation processes in rural
communities. Therefore, research arena two made it possible to develop and test a conceptual
framework for researching governance processes for social innovation in rural areas. The
concept made it possible to understand new mechanisms of social innovation processes in
rural areas, such as the identification of different social innovation processes and different
constellations of actors within these processes, as well as success factors that appear
important in the course of the social innovation process, such as the formalization of the
organization to legitimize the community project.
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5.1.3 Reflecting Research Arena Three: Governing Community Energy Transition
Building on the findings of research arenas one and two, the third research arena looks at the
role of renewable energy community cooperatives (RECC) in Germany. As every country is
dealing with the issue of energy transition, and since decentralised renewable energy
production through member-based organisations has been identified as important by
academics and policy makers (Sharma et al. 2021; Sokołowski 2020; Herbes et al. 2017;
Huybrechts and Mertens 2014), this research arena has been identified as crucial for
understanding social innovation governance processes that contribute to sustainable
transformation.

This research arena focuses more on the output of social innovation, while the other research
arenas provide insights into the social innovation process itself. This means that the founding
statistics of local energy cooperatives were used as an indicator for successful social
innovations. However, since this work deals with social innovations in a spatial context, it did
not directly concern the foundation of renewable energy cooperatives, but rather the
question of why some federal states have a higher density of cooperatives than others and
whether this cause has something to do with the framework conditions that federal states
can influence. Therefore, this study focuses on the output dimension of social innovation and
external governance processes. This could be investigated because research arena two has
demonstrated that social innovation processes can also be influenced by external governance
instruments, which was doubted by some authors (Neumeier 2017; Bock 2016; Dargan and
Shucksmith 2008). This study allowed the generation of valuable knowledge about contextual
success conditions for social innovations, which is of interest for many countries and
subnational governments. In addition, research arena three moved the federal states and their
responsibility and opportunities for sustainable transformation from a shadowy existence
(Sharma et al. 2021; Cowell et al. 2017) to the centre of attention.

As the established analytical framework for social innovation governance in the second
research arena was promising, this study aimed to go further and test the framework with a
more systematic study approach by conducting a qualitative comparative analysis together
with a geographic information system analysis using secondary data. By doing this, this study
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embodies a novel policy evaluation frame that not only looks into effects of innovation but
takes into account different types of actors, the topic of legitimacy and the instrument set in
place.

Through an intensive literature review, the following hypotheses were formulated and tested:
-

H 1: The success of RECCs also depends on contextual conditions. By examining these
contextual conditions, it is possible to explain why multiple subnational areas have a
higher density of RECCs than others. H 1 could be confirmed.

-

H2: The RECCs can be fostered by setting renewable energy targets at the subnational
level. H 2 had to be rejected. Only the combination of political targets (H2) and existing
cognitive legitimacy (H4) is sufficient to explain the success of federal states.

-

H3: The RECCs can be promoted through the provision of funds at the subnational level.
H 3 had to be rejected.

-

H4: The RECCs can be explained by cognitive legitimacy at the subnational level. H 4 had
to be rejected. Only the combination of political targets (H2) and existing cognitive
legitimacy (H4) is sufficient to explain the success of federal states.

5.2 Scientific Contribution and Discourse
This work follows a transdisciplinary and multi-method approach. Thus, this work draws on
and connects different schools of literature; for each research arena, several methods have
been applied to ensure a triangulation of the results. However, this also means that the
following discussion cannot address all the discourses that have been conducted in the
respective disciplines. Nevertheless, the contribution of the work within the current academic
discourse should be highlighted. This also includes pointing out the limitations as well as
future research areas.

5.2.1 The Role of Member Based Organisations
Member-based organisations served as the unit of analysis for this work. The focus was mainly
on cooperatives, whereas the legal concept was less of interest than the identity of the
organisational form, its development and the formalisation process of collective action.
Therefore, the term member-based organisation was selected, as it suits all three research
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arenas explored in this thesis best. Furthermore, this thesis concentrates on member-based
organisations that have emerged and have been active on a community level in rural areas
and aimed at fulfilling a social mission. This was considered necessary, as it is argued that
social innovation processes need to be analysed in their territorial and cultural environment
(Moulaert et al. 2013; Howaldt 2010). Hence, member-based organisations that have been
established on a subnational or national level are not addressed in this thesis. However, what
has been addressed is the impact of subnational, national and even global governance
instruments on member-based organisations in rural communities. Sharpening the analytical
lens and using this unit of analysis allowed for this thesis to answer the call of many scientific
scholars who argue for the potential in social enterprises to enhance knowledge about social
innovation process but miss comparative empirical studies (Steiner and Teasdale 2019;
Bauwens and Defourny 2017; Mazzei 2017).

This PhD thesis provides many insights that are of interest to scholars of cooperatives studies
and representatives of the social enterprise literature. It turns out that linking the literature
on social innovation with the literature on social enterprises and cooperatives is profitable for
all disciplines. The linkage helps cooperative literature broaden its perspective and become
aware of the place of cooperatives in the community and the distribution of resources; it also
enables social innovation literature to improve and expand its concepts through empirical
knowledge. Although the idea of community cooperatives is not new (Mori 2014; Lorendahl
1996), the study of community cooperatives and their potentials and challenges is a relatively
new field of research compared to traditional cooperative research – particularly with the aim
of understanding and capturing the dynamics of community cooperatives aiming at
sustainable transformation. Against this background, this thesis followed the advice of
Defourny and Nyssens (2016) that solid empirical work is needed for further conceptualisation
of social enterprises, such as member-based organisations. While conducting empirical
studies, this thesis could add empirical as well as theoretical and methodological knowledge.
Research arena one, the study about the farmer group in a rural community in Indonesia, for
example, has been one of the first studies (Offermans and Glasbergen 2015; MorenoPeñaranda et al. 2015; McNie 2007) that enhances the understanding of how sustainable
farming practices knowledge is built and exchanged among the farmer group and individuals,
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which leads not only to the conclusion that enrolling smallholder certification schemes does
not necessarily lead to good environmental governance, but also delivers reasons why.

Furthermore, this thesis shows that community cooperatives are often no longer
membership-based organisations whose members come from the same sector but rather
from different sectors. Therefore, shifting the research focus to individuals and their
backgrounds is essential and recommended. These new research topics include questions
about individualism and collective identity. As already mentioned by Chalmers (2013),
“Rhetoric around social innovation perhaps naively assumes that all individuals and
organisations share a common homogenous desire to develop the most effective solutions to
societal problems; in reality, however, this may not always be the case.“ While this has also
been observed in social enterprises literature, research arenas one and two focused on
integrating individual perspectives and capacities for change. By linking community
cooperative literature with social enterprise concepts (Defourny and Nyssens 2016; Murray
et al. 2010) and, thus, focusing on the role and change capacities of the private sector, the
public sector, and civil society in social innovations, an important literature gap could be filled.
Since current social innovation literature mainly focuses on the public sector and civil society,
research arena two further demonstrated that integrating the local private sector enhances
social innovation process dynamics immensely. Doing this could show, for example, that
membership or feeling responsible for the community cooperatives’ aims comes with
different faces that are all needed to create successful social innovations - Starting from actors
working as social entrepreneurs who steer the process to people sharing their human capital
by volunteering for the community cooperatives, or even including passive members who are
needed to legitimate the cooperative’s actions.

One point that needs to be mentioned here is that due to the focus on innovation, both the
establishment of the member-based organisation as well as the implementation process of
the project -- for example, sustainable certification, the installation of renewable energy
facilities or the maintenance and establishment of rural infrastructures -- were examined.
Therefore, the long-term impact and survival of member-based organisations were not the
focus of this thesis. However, it is recommended that future research should focus on this
topic, as the empirical research suggested difficulties in establishing member-based
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organisations in the long term. For example, many of the cooperatives studied in research
arena two were established by retirees who did not have a solution for their succession at the
time of the study, and/or many were dependent on temporary public funding.

5.2.2 The Role of Rural Areas for Studying Social Innovation
This dissertation focuses on the study of rural areas, as rural areas have been and continue to
be disadvantaged and have received little attention as innovation spaces. This framing is
based on the discussion of the literature on geographic innovation (Shearmur et al. 2018;
Moulaert and Sekia 2003), the discourses in the context of peripheralisation (Weck and
Beißwenger 2014; Lang 2012; Beetz 2008) and the practised innovation policies of many
countries. This thesis aims to change the perspective at this point for several reasons. For
example, by arguing in line with Hein et al. (2006), actors’ incentives, perceptions and thus
their capacity to act upon shock events and opportunities for change vary with the actors’
geographic proximity to the shock event or opportunity. In this case, this means that rural
actors living close to important natural resources have another capacity for change than
stakeholders living in urban areas. Rural actors have a different connection to natural
resources. For instance, they are more likely to know land owners and institutions essential
to address to initiate change (Unceta et al. 2017; Adger et al. 2009). This was demonstrated
in research arenas one and two when common patterns in the governance processes of social
innovation were investigated. Addressing and linking with local authorities and mobilising
social and human capital in the community turned out to be important success factors.

In addition, rural areas in the social innovation literature have often been portrayed as
marginalised communities that have been left behind. Thus, member-based organisations
emerged in these areas addressing their situation by taking over some tasks of the public and
private sector (Prasad 2016). Learning from these self-organised initiatives that managed to
develop social innovation, although lack of resources is seen as an important source of
knowledge to deal with resource scarcity in the long term. Thus, this thesis argues that rural
communities are particularly good laboratories when studying social innovation governance
aiming for sustainable transformation.
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However, it needs to be mentioned that this thesis lacks, as well as most works, a comparison
of social innovation governance processes between rural and urban areas. For example,
research arenas one and two focused exclusively on rural communities, thereby lacking a
counter study to draw conclusions on the differences of innovation processes in rural and
urban areas. Research arena three provided important insights in this context, as it examined
renewable energy cooperatives across Germany. Although a process approach is missing
here, it could be shown that renewable energy cooperatives increasingly emerge in rural
communities, which would underlie the above arguments on the potential of rural areas as
innovation spaces for sustainable transformation. However, further studies are
recommended to look at the differences between urban, rural and nationwide member-based
organisations and their impact on sustainable transformation.

5.2.3 The Concept of Social Innovation Governance
As scientists, it is our job to progress knowledge. We do this by choosing concepts for our
research that dictate how we see our world. We need to be aware that concepts highlight
particular dynamics, processes and relationships while obscuring others and communicate
this transparently (Lund 2014). But what happens when we find a reality that cannot be
explained by any concept? Then the time has come to look for new concepts.

In this thesis, this was the case when it came to finding a concept that allows for the study of
social innovation governance in rural areas, which this thesis referred to as the "rural
dilemma" in research arena two, pointing towards the situation where dominant innovation
concepts and instruments have led to increasing disparities between urban and rural areas,
rather than the opposite (Shearmur et al. 2018; Ehrlich et al. 2012). This also leads to the
dilemma where there is a lack of knowledge about the incentive structure for social
innovations in rural areas, i.e., who is or should be responsible for creating such innovations
and how social innovations can be created or promoted – those are much-discussed questions
to which there were few answers (Neumeier 2017; Bock 2016; Nicholls and Dees 2015;
Neumeier 2012). It is also left unanswered because an analytical lens that could provide
solutions was missing.
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A concept was needed to allow complex and dynamic processes to be captured and
understood. Social innovations differ from conventional, technical innovations in that they are
usually not created out of an individual's incentive to generate economic growth. Creating
and steering innovations that pursue multiple goals under the umbrella of a social mission is
a task that is currently much discussed in academia and will continue to occupy the scientific
community for a long time to come. This thesis contributes by building and testing the concept
of social innovation governance. The concept was not developed from scratch, although the
fundamental pillars already emerged as important in research arena one. The concept is based
on Borrás and Edler's (2014b) work, who established the framework for researching change
in socio-technical systems. This doctoral thesis was able to show that this framework is not
just another urban bias concept that misses the realities of rural areas, but that the concept
elaborated by Borras and Edler is also suitable for the study of governance processes of social
innovations in rural areas. The pillars represent specific analytical questions whose
understanding is fundamental to initiating or understanding change. These will be explained
in the following.

Actors in rural areas - What actors can foster social innovation in rural areas?
This question is referred to by Borrás and Edler (2014b) as the "leading question", as it asks
who and what drives change. As outlined in the debate on the rural dilemma in research arena
two, these questions are also crucial for research on social innovation in rural areas. This
question emphasises that the actor is not considered in isolation but its institutional context
as also highlighted in the literature on institutional economics (Lam and Ostrom 2010; Ostrom
1990), however, this guiding question is vital, as, e.g. research arena one highlights an ongoing
disregard of the institutional context and the opportunities of actors in the construction of
governance instruments. It should be emphasised that the added value of the concept is
primarily the combination of the three analytical questions (Borrás and Edler 2014b).

While Borrás and Edler’s (2014b) framework generally focus on how technical and social
systems shape the possibilities for change, the approach adopted in this thesis focuses on the
institutional context of rural areas and rural communities in particular. This sharpening of the
analytical lens is considered particularly important. As research arenas one, two, and three
show, these framework conditions contribute considerably to the emergence or failure of
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social innovation in rural areas. This does not mean that socio-technical system change does
not impact social innovations. As mentioned above, when adapting or constructing a new
concept, certain dynamics are highlighted while others are not. This concept highlights and
investigates that the opportunities for social innovation caused by system change are not the
same for all spaces and actors. The thesis thus shows that to understand social innovations in
rural areas an additional filter is necessary that considers the institutional framework
conditions at the micro level. For example, research arena three could reveal that the national
renewable energy law is not sufficient to explain the formation of energy cooperatives in
Germany, as these are distributed very heterogeneously across the federal states: on the one
hand, there are federal states without any energy cooperatives at all, and on the other hand,
there are clusters of energy cooperatives. Another example that illustrates the need for an
extra filter: just because a group of farmers in rural Indonesia participates in the certification
process does not mean that they see this as an opportunity to improve their sustainable
farming practices, but rather as an attempt to avoid being excluded from the market in the
future (research arena one).

When we focus on the capable actor, Borras and Edler (2014b) emphasise that this can involve
a wide variety of actors and actor constellations. This qualified the framework for the study
context, as it not only focused on actors such as academia or companies but also shed light
on other forms of organisation. This enabled the concept to provide important insights into
social innovation governance. For example, when establishing their framework, Borrás and
Edler (2014b) mention that “opportunity structures are not necessarily good in a normative
term.” In the context of social innovation in rural areas, this is indicated as many social
innovations in research arena two emerge due to shock events that are in a way hard to
describe as an opportunity. These shock events often happened as public or private local
actors could not maintain their infrastructure, which fosters certain actors that feel especially
connected to this infrastructure or business to think about alternative organisational
structures to keep the public or private infrastructure alive. This connection shows to be
dependent on social or geographical proximity to the place in need, which is important for
the initiating actor and the group supporting the initiative. Therefore, the distinction between
opportunity-driven and demand-driven processes was introduced in research arena two. In
opportunity-driven processes, private and public actors usually initiated the innovation
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process, while demand-driven projects were all initiated by civil society. However, the
initiators depended on the other sectors for successful project implementation. While
Hekkert et al. (2020), in introducing the concept of a mission-driven innovation system, argue
that these innovations often emerge around problems and that it is not clear which actors
play a role in the development and diffusion of solutions to these problems, this thesis argues
that, looking at research arenas one and two, these issues have already been partially
resolved, and that a distinction between problem- and solution-oriented or opportunity- and
demand-driven innovation is recommended to understand the governance processes of social
innovations in rural areas.

Governance instruments - What instrument can foster social innovations in rural areas?
This second analytical question of the concept aims at the question through which
instruments or mechanisms social innovations can be promoted and thus hits the core of the
governance discourse and an important research gap. Borrás and Edler (2014b) refer to
governance instruments and divide them into political and social instruments. Following this
logic, some of the research gaps could be filled by this thesis.

First, there is the focus on policy instruments. It should be emphasised here that this concept
makes it possible to provide answers to the discussion surrounding social innovations in
general and the question of social innovations in rural areas in particular. Namely, the doubt
exists as to whether social innovations, which often emerge as bottom-up initiatives, can be
steered by top-down policies at all (Neumeier 2017; Bock 2016; Dargan and Shucksmith
2008). Research arena two and three was able to show that, especially for opportunityoriented social innovations, policy instruments -- such as strict targets for renewable energy
production and funding for rural infrastructure projects -- are important for social innovation
processes. Although, it became clear in research arena two and in research arena three that
top-down policies alone are insufficient to promote social innovations. For demand-driven
social innovations, these instruments are often not suitable in the initial phase. In these cases,
time plays an important role, i.e., when the shock hits, there is not much time to find suitable
funding agencies or cope with the administrative reality of top-down instruments. However,
rural development funding seemed to be an important financing pillar of the initiatives in the
long run. As research arena three suggests that this does not apply to opportunity-driven
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social innovations, further research should be invested to understand the importance of
existing government funding instruments for social innovation.

Secondly, the analysis of social instruments, or how actors on the ground (the individual and
the collective) design and use these policy instruments to bring about change, deserves
greater attention in academia and policy. This is especially important for social innovations in
rural areas, as established innovation incentives are mostly not designed for this group of
actors but focus on large private or state actors. Research arena two, for example, shows how
social innovations use and rely on social instruments. It has been revealed that the
formalisation process of an organisation and the participation of its community are important
social instruments for the design of successful social innovations. Choosing a member-based
organisation made it possible to pool the necessary start-up capital and signal the core group's
support, which was a substantial motivating factor to implement the project. In addition,
establishment of member-based organisations create a normative commitment that leads the
group to voluntarily comply with the new rules (Scharpf 2009). These mechanisms made it
possible to use political instruments, such as the feed-in tariff of the then Renewable Energy
Sources Act.

This thesis revealed: it is the mix of social and policy instruments that lead to successful social
innovation in rural areas, which has so far hardly been accepted or practised by governments
at regional, sub-national or national level. Research arena three demonstrates that policy
evaluations should go beyond general input and output accounting. Policy evaluation along
this concept is an alternative. This means considering the characteristics of rural areas, the
actors involved and their capabilities and motivations, the mix of social and political
instruments and the question of legitimacy.

Legitimacy: Why is the social innovation process accepted?
Social innovations are characterised by the fact that they implement a social mission of a
community. Social innovations thus imply, by definition, legitimation of a community as a
fundamental condition. Suppose there is no legitimacy for the idea or the initiating actors in
the community. In that case, the implementation of social innovation will probably not occur,
will be framed differently, or it will have to overcome more obstacles if supported by a small
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community. In their framework, Borrás and Edler (2014b) argue that a social-technical system
is legitimate if it has wide acceptance and support among the population. In the context of
social innovation governance processes in rural areas, this is already the case at a micro-level,
namely the community level, and plays a role in the diffusion of social innovation.
Interestingly, by examining legitimacy in the context of social innovation in rural areas, the
degree of community readiness for change can be revealed. For example, by researching how
easy is it to change existing institutions? Is the community already aware enough of an issue
to welcome a capable actor, or does the capable actor first have to convince the community
of the idea, proof their capability?

To increase knowledge about these processes, an operationalisation of legitimacy is needed.
However, in their discussion of legitimacy, Borrás and Edler (2014b) address that legitimacy
as a concept is difficult to operationalise. In the literature, a distinction is usually made
between the categories of input and output legitimacy. While input legitimacy describes the
process of democracy, output legitimacy describes the success of a process (Scharpf 1999;
Bohman and Rehg 1997). Reflecting this on research arena one, input legitimacy could refer
to the community's acceptance of certification schemes for sustainable farming practices. In
contrast, output legitimacy sheds light on the effectiveness of certification schemes (Vatn
2015). However, this transfer indicates that this discussion is normative on the one hand yet
strongly depends on the perception of the individual governance level on the other hand.
Borrás and Edler (2014b) are not convinced by this operationalisation and criticise, for
example, that input and output legitimacy are connected as “even if outputs are supported
by majorities, the ability of the minority to accept that output still rests on the perception that
the processes that defined the outcome were participative, open and transparent.”

Even if this doctoral thesis cannot completely fill the research gap, the study of legitimacy led
to important insights into how successful social innovation processes are implemented. In
research arena two, it was revealed that the formation process of the member-based
organisation is an important social and legitimation tool. The participation of the community,
but especially of the local public sector, gives the process input legitimacy. In research arena
three, the concept of cognitive legitimacy was applied for operationalisation (Huybrechts et
al. 2020; Huybrechts and Mertens 2014), which states that change is accepted above all
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where the process and the organisational form are known and accepted. This is where the
element of output legitimacy comes in. It was shown that new energy cooperatives were
founded primarily where they already existed -- in regions where the organisational model is
already accepted and supported. As one of the first studies of its kind, legitimacy could thus
be operationalised, mapped and empirically proven. Together with the study by Punt et al.
(2021), published almost simultaneously, it could be shown that the success of social
innovations also depend on the degree of legitimacy of the organisational model.

5.2.4 Studying Social Innovation Governance Aiming at Sustainable Transformation
The topic of sustainable transformation serves here as the framing theme of the doctoral
thesis, which arguably addresses the topic on a meta-level. On this meta-level, various new
discourses within the subject, the understanding of sustainable transformation, and the
work's limitations are highlighted while simultaneously illustrating the relevance of the
dissertation.

Sustainable transformation in this thesis has been understood as a narrative that needs to be
aimed at establishing “a way of life that is in balance with the carrying capacity of our earth,
and where all life flourishes” (Ziervogel et al. 2016). To do that, this thesis argues in line with
Folke et al. (2010) that existing untenable institutions must be challenged towards new
system pathways. This thesis further argues that such new system pathways can be
researched when studying social innovations in rural areas, especially in rural communities
where member-based organisations challenge institutions on the micro scale. This argument
draws on the research of many social scientists who see social enterprises as key actors in
developing transformative social innovations and sustainable transformation (Hennessey et
al. 2017; Huybrechts and Mertens 2014; Seyfang and Smith 2007). Learning from social
enterprise and cooperative research is important because, unlike the literature on sustainable
transformation that emerged only a few years ago, member-based organisations' capacities
have been researched since the 19th century (Fairbairn 1994). That is especially the case for
those initiatives evolving in rural areas that, on the one hand, are linked to the most important
resources that need protection or smarter management and, on the other hand, are
privileged due to their experiences in dealing with resource scarcity.
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A newer strand of literature that is interesting to highlight in this context is the social resilience
literature, especially the notion of transformative capacity. Transformative capacity is defined
as the “ability to craft sets of institutions that foster individual welfare and sustainable societal
robustness towards future crises (Keck and Sakdapolrak 2013).” Transformative capacity is
presented in the literature as an enhancement compared to adaptive capacity (Masterson et
al. 2017; Keck and Sakdapolrak 2013). In contrast to managing internal factors of vulnerability
and exposure, transformative capacity is understood as the ability to create fundamental risk
factors by changing the system (Masterson et al. 2017). According to Mochizuki et al. (2018),
this means that a community addresses the fundamental reasons for being at risk and
exposure. In the context of this work, this approach is interesting because research arena one
reveals that the possibility of transformative capacity depends on the institutional framework,
which should be included in the social resilience literature. It also demonstrates the need for
social innovation, although studied here at the local level, to be reflected at higher levels to
capture the complexity. If smallholders could implement the sustainable practices required
by the certificate, their plantations would also be better protected in the long run from shock
events such as flooding. Thus, at the time of the study, the smallholders only showed adaptive
capacity by responding to the shock event without solving it.

Raising the discussion on the topic of social innovation in rural areas to a meta-level also fits
with another emerging strand of literature: the idea of transformative social innovation (Pel
et al. 2020; Avelino et al. 2019; Wittmayer et al. 2019). The authors define transformative
social innovation as a process that alters or replaces dominant institutions. With this
specification, the concept of transformative social innovation has overcome the lacking clarity
of the social innovation concept addressed by Bock (2012). While Bock (2012) saw the danger
of the term social innovation becoming a new buzzword that is instrumentalised by politics
and business without changing anything in the economic system itself, the strand of literature
on transformative social innovation emphasises that it is about changing society. It is
particularly important to examine how these social innovations change routines, power
relations or resource allocations that lead to institutional change. With this adoption, the
authors also react to the criticism that concept of social innovation is “put in the service of
the neoliberal growth paradigm” (Wittmayer et al. 2019) by policy bodies such as the EU
(Schubert 2018; Jessop et al. 2013). Research arenas one and two show how power relations
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and resource allocations change within communities that shape new institutions on the local
level. For example, by demonstrating that the farmer group in research arena one became an
important stakeholder for the smallholders, although the farmer group was newly
implemented, and not all services were in place by the time the study was conducted.
Research area two identifies that different actors respond differently to shocks or opportunity
structures. Thus, the thesis provides important information about which rural actors were
motivated to participate in social innovation processes and how they did participate. Further
research can use these insights to develop the conceptual considerations further.

In addition to the potential this thesis offers, its limitations must also be addressed. Although
it was considered important to study social innovation governance, not only for the rural
context but also to understand sustainable transformation processes, this thesis does not
discuss the question of what is sustainable or not - It primarily focuses on changing dynamics
towards new practices that are currently constructed as better leading towards sustainable
transformation. To exemplify, this thesis cannot provide insight into whether community
cooperatives can produce outputs in the sense of strong sustainability (Haskell et al. 2021).
Neither does it allow any conclusions to be drawn as to whether establishing a community
cooperative always makes sense if the goal is to promote sustainable transformation. These
limitations need to be addressed through further studies, especially as research arena one and
the research related to the telecoupling framework (Kunz et al. 2019) indicate: sustainable
transformation needs to be discussed not only in a local but also in a global context.

5.2.5 Multi Method Approach
The choice of research and analysis methods followed the research design of each research
arena, and their limitations in detail are discussed in chapters’ two to four. At this point, a
synthesis of the different approaches is presented, followed by a discussion of the context of
the studies and the resulting choice of methods.

As the most exploratory study, research arena one followed the grounded theory approach.
As a result, the research questions emerged during the fieldwork and evaluation. A semistructured questionnaire and a network analysis were helpful to gather as much information
as possible. Schiffer’s (2007) network analysis turned out to be very insightful, as
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dependencies and relationships of the smallholders became apparent, which also allowed the
role of the farmer group to be studied. The group discussions were used to explore the
dynamics and reflect the researchers' interpretations with the farmers. In addition, interviews
were conducted with government certification experts to gain background knowledge.
However, even though interviews were translated and transcripts and notes were checked by
a native speaker, it must be noted that some information may have been lost or
misinterpreted due to cultural differences between the researcher and the Indonesian
farmers. At the same time, the limitations of individual case studies must be pointed out.
Therefore, the results should be evaluated in a comparative case study analysis for these
reasons.

The second research arena was selected and designed for this purpose. Building on the
knowledge of research arena one, the study was less exploratory. Therefore, research arena
two has a much larger conceptual component, as the analytical framework was established
here and examined based on 14 different cases. Although only semi-structured interviews
were conducted with the board members of the cooperatives, the visit to the cooperative
served as an important additional source of knowledge to get an impression of the
institutional setting.

Finally, research arena three works with a systematic case study comparison, in which the data
was obtained from statistics on the foundation of renewable energy cooperatives. It should
be noted that this approach was only possible due to previously collected knowledge on the
dynamics of renewable energy cooperatives and the focus on one field of activity (renewable
energy). Otherwise, no interpretation of the results would have been possible. Furthermore,
a geographical analysis was carried out using GIS software to support the qualitative
comparative analysis (QCA). Both methods and the case knowledge enabled triangulation of
the results, an evaluation of the analytical framework presented in research arena two, and
an insight about context-specific factors influencing renewable energy cooperatives.

The added value of this thesis in terms of its mix of methods is the ability to design primarily
qualitative graphs and charts that can reveal important complex relationships. Even though
the methods were already established, all three research arenas show novelties through
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combining the methods with the underlying concepts, among others. For example, it was
shown in research arena one that the combination of a power-network analysis and the
questioning of smallholders’ challenges within the interview enabled important insights into
why some actors are more important for the smallholders than others (Figure 6). This
highlighted that the certification instrument in its current form does not provide problemsolving competence and that the certification organisation is not perceived as an important
actor. Research arena two used the welfare triangle from the social enterprise literature to
graphically represent the actor and resource constellation and thus demonstrates that there
are different patterns in the actor constellation, depending on the involvement of new
infrastructure projects or the maintenance of old infrastructure. Research arena three
combined a qualitative comparative analysis with a geographical information systems
analysis. This combination provided important insights that could have led to inaccurate
conclusions if QCA analysis had been used exclusively. In addition, without the GIS analysis, it
would not have been clear that many energy cooperatives are located in rural areas.

5.3 Governance Recommendations and Discourses
This thesis deals with the thematic field of social innovation governance in rural areas. Closely
related to this is the role of member-based organisations, which were the focus here, and the
role of governance. According to this thesis’s understanding of governance, patterns of
control, coordination and interaction transcend the boundaries of organisations, as well as
the boundaries of governments and society (Benz 2004). Integrating a multi-level governance
perspective by focusing on different research arenas provides important insights that can
support both governments and other stakeholders who feel responsible for implementing
incentives for social innovation in rural areas.

There exists, however, a general critique of the governance of social innovation in rural areas.
For example, Hatanaka et al. (2005) pointed out that the instrument of certification schemes
to promote sustainable farming practices is unbalanced, as most transaction costs are
accumulated at the producer level -- the most vulnerable actors in the system. Bock (2016)
argues along similar lines but focuses on civil society actors rather than farmers. She says that
promoting social innovation in rural areas is a mechanism for governments to shift their
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responsibility. Steiner and Farmer (2018) and Neumeier (2017) even argue that social
innovations cannot be steered by top-down instruments due to their endogenous nature.

With the exception of research area three, this work did not aim to explore policy instruments.
Instead, the aim was to understand innovation processes in rural areas and the factors that
influence these processes. Accordingly, this also includes political framework conditions.
Another added value of the dissertation is that the empirical focus of the work can provide
insights that were previously lacking on the points discussed above (Steiner and Teasdale
2019; Neumeier 2017). Some insights and suggestions for improving the governance of social
innovation can be derived from this thesis and are summarised in Table 10. Since the research
arenas cannot be compared with each other, each arena is considered separately.
Recommendations and controversies have been summarised for the categories of legitimacy,
actors and instruments. Further details on the individual items in Table 10 can be found in
chapters two to four.

Table 10 Governance Recommendations and Discourses

Legitimacy
Recommendation

Discourse

Research arena one
Governing sustainable
certification schemes

Research arena two
Governing
rural infrastructure

Research arena three
Governing
decentralised energy
transition

Building input and
output legitimacy at
the micro level
requires adherence to
the principles of good
governance,
especially awareness
and acceptance of the
certification logic and
process.

Democratic,
participatory forms of
organisation legitimise
social innovations at the
local level

Whether
decentralised energy
transition is successful
depends on the forms
of organisation
legitimised in the
region.

Certification systems
should not be used to
legitimise an
unsustainable system

Local elites must not
instrumentalise
democratic legitimacy

Adapted instruments
that specifically
promote
decentralised energy
support could lead to
legitimacy and drive
change

Actor and their
opportunity structure
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Recommendation

Knowledge about
sustainable farming
methods must come
from actors who are
accepted by farmers
and the farmers'
group.

Cross-sectoral
organisations pool
important resources,
which leads to positive
side-effects beyond the
organisation itself, such
as mutual
understanding

Policies at federal
state level can support
actors engaged in the
decentralised energy
transition

Discourse

Smallholders need
different certification
schemes than large
plantation owners

The social mission
seems to determine the
actor constellation,
which should be taken
into account when
creating incentive
schemes

The success of the
decentralised energy
transition also
depends on the
positioning of subnational governments.

Sustainable
certification schemes
need to be dynamic
to allow smallholders
to participate while
dealing with shock
events

Current policy
programmes initiate
and support social
innovation in rural
areas, although they
rarely match the needs
and capabilities of
stakeholders

Ambitious federal
state-level goals for
the decentralised
energy transition are
promising.

Instruments
Recommendation

Discourse

Standards and criteria
should not be a
barrier to trade or a
way to demonstrate
power

Education about
suitable forms of
organisation is
essential for the
success of
decentralised energy
transition.
Promoting social innovation in rural areas should
become a cross-system issue to generate
sustainable transformation.

5.4 Personal Contribution and Discourse
As a geographer who conducted social science and collected empirical data through field
visits, I feel responsible for shedding light on another topic: the issue of positioning as a
scientist in the field. This discourse was initially led by feminist geography and is increasingly
gaining support in other disciplines as well. It is argued that every researcher’s personality and
location in the field affect how we produce knowledge, conduct our research, ask our
questions, and write down our research (Bourke 2014; England 1994). Being more precise,
Hall (1990) pointed out: “There’s no enunciation without positionality. You have to position
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yourself somewhere in order to say anything at all.” That means that despite our best effort
to follow good scientific practice and be as objective as possible, we need to reflect on our
subjectivity, the meaning of power in our research, and the influence of our gender and
culture (Bourke 2014, England 1994). Reflecting on my positionality in the field allows for an
enhancement of my scientific practice through the sharing and reflecting of my experience
and history.

Therefore, I adapt the question asked by Sultana (2007) for research arena one and two to
reflect on my positionality. Research arena three is not addressed here, as it focuses on
secondary data mostly.
-

What role did my position as a white woman growing up in Germany play?

-

How did I use my positionality in different spaces?

-

Did my positionality influence the interactions that I had with interviewees?

Research arena one - I grew up in West Germany in a small Catholic village near the Dutch
border, where I lived until I moved out to start my Bachelor of Science in Applied Geography.
I would describe my schooling as very privileged. After attending a municipal secondary school
up to grade 10, I completed my A-level at a private Catholic school that was a 5-minute bike
ride from my parents' house. Although I travelled in South East Asia, Australia, New Zealand
and Dubai between my Bachelor and Master degree, which improved my English and let me
learn much about other cultures, I had not reflected much on the fact that I was born and
raised in Germany, which was a colonial power, nor considered that I speak Dutch and English,
which were also two colonial powers. My master’s degree in Resource Analysis and
Management at the University of Göttingen helped make me more sensitive to this topic. Still,
it could not prepare me to face reality when doing fieldwork in rural Indonesia. I experienced
what has been described by Sultana (2007) as a critical disconnect between what is taught in
the university about good ethical practice and what is experienced in everyday life behaviour
in the field. It shows that fieldwork is always contextual, shaped by relationships in the field
and politicised by other people only because of my appearance.

Doing this fieldwork at all was a privilege, as it was only possible because the geography
department where I studied is part of a large research project that looked at the effect of
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palm oil cultivation from different perspectives. I was part of the human geography working
group. I was aware that I would face cultural differences, so I started studying Indonesian
culture at home by reading a lot. I had three weeks to arrive in Indonesia, during which time
I took a language course in a university town on the main island of Java. I found an assistant
for the field stay, flew to Sumatra to a smaller town where the research project headquarters
were and spent time with the scientists. Afterwards, we travelled to a village for one week
with my assistant, where we stayed with a host family. During this time, I primarily followed a
protocol advised by my colleagues and assistant: we introduced ourselves to people who had
something to say in the village, such as the village chief, the street chief, the school, and the
oldest. It seemed to be an important process to be accepted in the village. Although I
remember getting impatient at first because we couldn't start the actual fieldwork during that
first week because of these formalities, I quickly understood the importance. Today, I am glad
that I took the time with my assistant not to violate the village's rules.

That first week made me realise that I was perceived as an outsider in the community (Bourke
2014). My appearance as a white woman from Europe triggered something in the village that
I still cannot grasp. I felt I had a responsibility because of my background – a historical concept
that I couldn't live up to at the same time. Especially young people and women wanted to
take photos with me all the time, women would give me their babies, and we were showered
with food and drink in most households. Being put on a pedestal because of my origin and
appearance overwhelmed me a few times, and I didn't know how to deal with it. Once I was
even invited to a wedding and asked to come on stage to express wishes to the bride and
groom publicly. When I declined, as I did not know what to say, I was scared at the same time
because I couldn't assess what kind of impact it would have on the bride and groom. However,
being perceived as an outsider in a positive way probably opened many doors for us and
facilitated conversations.

Research arena two, on the other hand, was very different. I was on the road in small villages
in central and northern Germany. With this topic and the spatial environment, I felt like an
insider and much more comfortable. Here I could draw clear parallels to my biography, and
therefore felt I understood the institutional context better (England 1994). I have lived in
Berlin since 2017 but I grew up on an old multi-generational farm in West Germany that was
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run for self-sufficiency and served as a part-time farm in my grandparents' time. My childhood
and youth were shaped by activities in the village and my parents' work in the German
Lifesaving Society. My sisters and I accompanied our parents on their watch missions until we
were allowed to participate ourselves. We all went to swimming training together and later
trained alone, then went to swimming competitions and took part in children’s camps until
we organised these camps ourselves. In terms of my research, this history is important
because, on the one hand, I grew up in a rural area and experienced the increasing
infrastructure loss during the last decades, starting with the decreasing bus schedule and
ending with this year’s Christmas, when I walked by a massive pile of stones which used to be
the last pub of our village. On the other hand, by being active in the German Lifesaving Society,
I learned early on what it means to do voluntary work, to hold voluntary positions and to take
on responsibility, and also what it means to face collective action problems in such
associations.
Several circumstances indicate that this biographical background influenced my research. For
example, one interviewee asked whether I was from the countryside or the city because that
would affect how much he would have to elaborate. Another example was that a colleague
remarked that the church probably still played an important role at a project meeting, which
was clear to me. My prior knowledge allowed me to ask more specific questions, and the fact
that I felt comfortable in the environment certainly led to good interviews. On the other hand,
the proximity to the study area also required me to be especially careful to remain more
objective and question results several times as to whether they are my conclusions or emerge
from the data.
In conclusion, I am grateful for the experiences and opportunities to have explored the topic
of social innovation governance in different cultural contexts. This includes the experience I
have gained from working in different research projects. I think scientists need to become
more aware of their positioning and responsibilities and learn to communicate their
experiences in order to improve scientific practice and the perception of science in society.
This is especially true when different research fields collaborate, primary data is collected or
practice partners are involved in the research projects. My current work at the Leibnitz Centre
for Agricultural Landscape Research has allowed me to explore the topic of transdisciplinary
research further. This led to my article "Transdisciplinary research: Pain or Gain?” which I
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published on a science blog in 2021 and in which I critically reflect on my scientific career. I
would like to continue to do this and help other colleagues in the process.
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